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Market conditions are becoming increasingly 

more landlord favorable as sharp vacancy 

declines in the country’s primary markets 

make for a competitive leasing environment 

for tenants. Opportunity to expand into 

dynamic secondary and tertiary markets 

throughout the Sun Belt and Southeast, 

however, will provide growth opportunities for 

both tenants and landlords capitalizing on 

these growing economies.
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Key highlights
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Leasing activity

• With the economy growing at its fastest pace in the current cycle, 
employers across industries are adding jobs and expanding their 
real estate footprint, led in particular by technology, finance and 
professional and business service firms, especially in urban and 
dense markets where talent is migrating.

• Leasing activity posted a dip in the third quarter, down 3.1 percent to 
62.3 million square feet; however, expansionary activity remained 
the dominant driver of leasing, representing more than 57.9 percent 
of lease transactions of 20,000 square feet and larger—the fifth 
straight quarter in which the majority of activity was expansionary.

Absorption

• Occupancy gains continued to mount in the third quarter, coming in 
at more than 14.6 million square feet, compared to 14.4 and 6.2 
million square feet in Q2 and Q1, respectively, for a year-to-date 
total of 37.3 million square feet.

• New York and Washington, DC rebounded significantly from first 
quarter losses with total quarterly net absorption 1.4 times higher 
than year-to-date occupancy gains. 

• Meanwhile, high-growth tech and large-user markets such as Dallas, 
Chicago and Silicon Valley have accounted for a combined 23.0 
percent of national occupancy gains during the year.

• Beating out heavy-weight markets mentioned above, Seattle topped 
the ranks for total net absorption during the quarter, with occupancy 
gains of 1.3 million square feet as technology companies continue to 
grow and flock to this ever-expanding hub.

• On the flipside, Fairfield and Westchester Counties remain laggards 
in this economic upswing, posting combined quarterly losses of 1.4 
million square feet, while Houston posted a loss of 89,000 square 
feet, the first recorded occupancy decline since oil prices began their 
steep descent. 

Vacancy/supply

• Vacancy continued to move downward amidst the expanding 
economy, falling 20 basis points from last quarter to reach 15.1 
percent, an 80 basis point decline from 12 months ago.

• Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Portland and New York each posted 
vacancy rates below 10.0 percent, with just a mere 1.8 million 
square feet delivered year-to-date. However, the supply-demand 
imbalance will begin to shift as these markets deliver a combined 
20.6 million square feet over the next two years, presenting tenants 
with much needed large block options.

• As a result of significant supply constraints in the large block 
segment of many urban markets and some suburban markets, 
owners are more aggressively thinking about repositioning dated 
and obsolete office product to meet demand.

• Overall, 26.6 million square feet have been delivered across the 
U.S. in 2015, while the current development pipeline grew by 8.5 
million square feet during the third quarter and 16.3 percent since 
the end of 2014 to a total of 92.8 million square feet.

Rental rates

• Rental rates across the U.S. increased by 1.6 percent during the 
quarter, for a cumulative 4.3 percent increase since the beginning of 
2015, and will be the highest annualized rent gain recorded so far in 
this cycle.

• CBDs continue to see the most significant increases as landlords 
benefit from strong tenant demand and dwindling supply, particularly 
in the Class A segment in which rents have increased 9.1 percent, 
year-to-date.

• Meanwhile, suburban markets, while growing at a slower rate, 
posted rent increases of 2.7 percent during the quarter, led by high-
growth suburbs in Oakland, Minneapolis and Fort Lauderdale.

• Where new supply came online during the quarter, markets 
saw rates increase ahead of average growth as markets like 
Denver, Richmond and Seattle delivered new Class A and Trophy 
buildings, with rent premiums as much as 47.0 percent higher than 
market rates. 

Despite economic concerns of an impending interest rate hike as well as 
China’s slowing economy, tenants and investors alike remain optimistic 
about both the U.S. economic and office market climates. With primary 
markets challenged by significant supply constraints as a result of their 
expanding tenant bases, secondary and tertiary markets like Charlotte, 
Phoenix, Portland and Salt Lake City will continue to benefit from 
occupier growth and investment activity into lower-cost, high-quality 
markets, lending to an extended economic expansion. Additionally, new 
supply coming online in 2016 may, in fact, boost activity far above 
current levels as tenants shop new options for growth.
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Occupancy gains mount in fast-growing tech and sun belt markets

At more than 14.6 million square feet, quarterly net absorption in the third 
quarter is the third-highest level recorded thus far in the cycle (third and 
fourth quarter 2014 absorption are the records to beat at 15.9 and 16 
million square feet, respectively), and though year-to-date net absorption 
for 2015 is 2.4 percent lower than this time last year at 37.3 versus 38.1 
million square feet, it ranks as the second-highest year-to-date level in 
more than five years. With the full impact of expansionary leasing activity 
yet to be realized, especially among those leases of 100,000 square feet 
or larger, increasing occupancy gains will continue to play out over the 
next 12 to 18 months as tenants take time to build out spaces to meet 
modern workplace preferences or await the delivery of new construction. 

Houston is dragging down energy markets’ contribution, while tech and 
sun belt remain powerhouses

70%

6% 5%

Leasing activity driven by tech and financial services as tenants expand 
across the U.S.

Technology and the combined banking, finance and insurance industries 
dominated large block leasing activity during the quarter, comprising 20.3 
and 15.3 percent of all leases 20,000 square feet and larger, 
respectively. Although largely dedicated to traditional tech hubs in San 
Francisco, Silicon Valley and Seattle, which captured a combined total of 
36.1 percent of tech activity, tech is making a significant impact into new 
markets. Washington, DC, where the Advisory Board Company recently 
signed for a major relocation and expansion totaling 500,000 square feet, 
captured 11.0 percent of all tech leasing activity as the District becomes 
a new hotspot for the industry. 

Additionally, Oakland-East Bay is finally benefitting from spillover activity 
from Silicon Valley and San Francisco with SAP, Corelogic and Fluid 
opening new locations across the Bay Bridge. Coupled with Uber’s 
recent office acquisition of the Sears building in Uptown Oakland, the 
market is finally poised for its own tech boom.

Meanwhile, JP Morgan Chase and Fidelity both expanded in New 
Jersey’s Hudson Waterfront, which is benefitting from proximity to 
Manhattan coupled with urban amenities. Insurance companies 
Progressive, Nationwide and Western World opened new locations in 
Columbus, New Jersey, Long Island and Chicago, indication that the 
economic recovery is finally firmly rooted with traditional industries 
expanding into secondary and tertiary markets.

Overall, tenants remain optimistic about their near-term business 
prospects and thus are actively planning for growth in the office market, 
as evidenced by the high level of expansionary activity that comprised 
more than 57.9 percent of leasing activity of 20,000 square feet and 
larger. Across a variety of markets, that level of expansionary activity is 
even higher in places like Austin (83.6 percent), Boston (85.8 percent), 
Charlotte (83.5 percent), Portland (77.2 percent) and Washington, DC 
(63.6 percent), as tenants largely move away from cost containment, 
consolidations and renewals (the latter of which was only 24.6 percent of 
lease transactions) and toward new and improved workspace.
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United States office market
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Expansionary activity contributed to its largest share of leasing during 
the recovery so far, while contraction was minimal
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Across markets, the suburbs maintained a higher rate of net absorption 
year-to-date, generating 65.0 percent of occupancy gains during the 
quarter for a total of 9.5 million square feet. High-growth suburbs in 
Atlanta, Dallas, Phoenix and Raleigh-Durham remain popular locations 
for both local and in-migrating businesses interested in strong economies 
with lower costs, which led to a combined total of more than 2 million 
square feet in occupancy gains, or 22.0 percent of the suburban total. 
However, markets across the Great Lakes region and suburban New 
York City continue to struggle with limited economic drivers and lack of 
market appeal, losing more than 1 million square feet of occupancy 
during the quarter. 

Within CBDs, established tech hubs continued to generate the highest 
share of occupancy gains, with Austin, Chicago, Denver, NY Midtown 
South, San Francisco and Seattle generating 60.7 percent of total CBD 
absorption during the quarter while Stamford, Houston and surprisingly 
Boston, Portland Central City and Salt Lake City generated combined 
losses of more than 930,000 square feet during the quarter despite 
robust employment growth and office demand in the latter three, and 
losses are expected to recover in the near term.

Vacancy rates reach single digits in CBDs and CBD-peripheral suburbs

More than a quarter of CBDs recorded vacancy rates below 10.0 percent 
at the close of the quarter as overall vacancy declined by 120 basis 
points—the single sharpest decline on record during this cycle and four 
times higher than any other quarterly drop. Charlotte, Midtown and 
Midtown South (New York), Portland Central City and San Francisco 
remained the tightest of CBDs with vacancy rates ranging from just 
5.6 to 7.7 percent, leaving tenants with very limited options outside of 
new construction.

Meanwhile in the suburbs, struggling with elevated vacancies due to 
generally weaker demand, only six markets reported vacancy rates in the 
single digits with the tightest vacancy in suburbs on the outskirts of 
thriving CBDs in Cambridge, Nashville, Portland-Eastside, Salt Lake 
City, San Francisco and Seattle-Eastside ranging anywhere from a low of 
4.7 percent (Cambridge) to 9.4 percent (Nashville). Where markets are 
lacking in millennial appeal due to lack of mixed-use, walkability and 
transit in some cases, vacancy rates topped 20.0 percent as suburban 
Detroit, Fairfield County, Phoenix and Westchester County struggle to 
attract young talent that would entice business expansion.

In-demand markets meeting new supply with strong occupancy gains

The pipeline of developments may be the largest on record during this 
cycle, but it remains below the previous peak of 108 million square feet in 
2007, closing the quarter at nearly 93 million square feet. Houston was 
supplanted for the first time in this development cycle, having delivered 5 
million square feet to the market so far this year, but with no new starts in 
the declining economy its total pipeline is down to 10.8 million square feet. 
Moving up in volume, New York added 5.2 million square feet of new 
starts, bringing its total pipeline to 14.6 million square feet as 30 and 50 
Hudson Yards added 2 and 1.5 million square feet of development in the 
third quarter, respectively. 

Prelease rates at the close of the quarter amounted to 49.1 percent of the 
total development pipeline, with more than 48.1 million square feet still 
available for lease, but prelease rates are higher in some of the most in-
demand markets. Although boasting the third-largest development 
pipeline with 7.7 million square feet under construction, large users 
committing to build-to-suits in Far North Dallas and movement into 
Trophy assets underway in Uptown have abated fears of oversupply. In 
Boston the same is true, with 5.4 million square feet under construction 
at a 63.0 percent prelease rate and year-to-date absorption more than 
1.4 times higher than total deliveries, new supply remains conservative. 
Lastly, in San Francisco, its 3.7 million square feet of new construction is 
55.6 percent preleased and total year-to-date net absorption is 3.4 times 
higher than new deliveries this year.
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Demand outstripping supply is keeping vacancy on a downward trend; 
currently stands at 15.1 percent as of Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research
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On the other hand, 12 of the 49 markets tracked don’t expect to deliver 
any new supply over the next year with fundamentals in Cleveland, 
Hampton Roads and Westchester County, among others, yet to meet 
developers’ requirements. However, conditions may soon change for 
places like Sacramento, Oakland-East Bay and Minneapolis, where 
vacancy rates continue to decline and landlords begin to push rents 
more aggressively.

Over the next 12-24 months, with an abundance of supply expected to 
deliver and the pipeline of future deliveries growing, leasing conditions 
may begin to neutralize, renewing tenants’ leverage. Landlords will either 
be faced with attracting tenants to new developments or backfilling 
second-generation space once tenants relocate into these new 
developments, potentially tempering rent growth and easing negotiations.
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Combined completions of 9.0 m.s.f. in Houston and Dallas pushed 
new supply over 2014 volumes to 27.0 m.s.f.

Source: JLL Research
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Reading the clock

The JLL office clock demonstrates where each market sits within its real 
estate cycle. Markets generally move clockwise around the clock. 
Geographies on the left side of the clock are generally landlord-favorable, 
while markets on the right side of the clock are typically tenant-favorable 
and as of the third quarter, the vast majority of markets are firmly 
positioned on the left side of the clock. 

Rental rates continued their upward ascent in the third quarter, growing 
by 1.6 percent overall from $30.11 to $30.59 per square foot, and 
increasing by 2.4 and 1.3 percent in CBDs and suburbs, respectively. 
Over the past two quarters, the gap between CBD and suburban rents 
has increased by 230 basis points, with CBD direct asking rents 
capturing a 60.7 percent premium over suburban markets, at $41.52 
versus $25.83 per square foot. Greenwich CBD maintained the highest 
direct asking rent at $81.84 per square foot, followed by New York’s 
Midtown and Midtown South at $76.05 and $72.47 per square foot, 
respectively—just narrowly trailed by San Francisco at $68.55 per square 
foot. From San Francisco to the next highest CBD, the gap expands by a 
delta of $10 per square, where New York’s Downtown is at an average of 
$58.06 per square foot.

In the suburbs, rents remained highest in the tech enclaves of San 
Francisco’s Peninsula, Cambridge, Seattle’s Eastside and, of course, 
Silicon Valley. However, a decline in high-end office space, as a result of 
immense demand in Cambridge and Silicon Valley, reduced overall rents 
in both markets by an average of 2.5 percent, again not due to demand, 
but due to a lack of supply. Conversely, despite deteriorating 

fundamentals in Houston, the delivery new Trophy and Class A inventory
to achieve premium pricing for their high-end developments delivering to 
the market. 

Similar increases were recorded in both Denver and Richmond CBD, 
where Trophy towers came online at some of the highest rates on record 
in each respective market, driving quarterly rent appreciation of 4.9 and 
6.1 percent, respectively. As the pipeline of more than 92 million square 
feet of new construction comes online most significantly in 2016, markets 
across the country will see more pronounced rent increases as the 
premium for new construction is, on average, 44.2 percent above 
overall rents. 

Landlord confidence across the U.S. has firmly positioned all but Houston 
on the left side of the property clock, with the majority of markets in the 
rising phase of the cycle, giving landlords plenty of runway to increase 
rents and reduce concessions further over the next 18-24 months. 
Though more markets, namely Austin, Nashville, Los Angeles and 
Seattle-Bellevue, have moved into the peaking phase of the cycle since 
this time last year, strong tenant demand and booming local economies 
will likely prolong their stay at the top of the market.

Looking ahead, many interesting dynamics are currently at play across 
local economies with employment growing, but talent at a shortage, and 
expansionary leasing activity creating supply constraints, but an 
abundance of new supply coming online throughout the next 18 months. 
While markets expect demand to persist and grow, tempering conditions 
may present a period of calibration and allow markets to more efficiently 
absorb growth and sustain expansion.

United States office clock
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Peaking
phase

Falling
phase

Rising
phase

Bottoming
phase

Dallas
Silicon Valley

San Francisco Peninsula

Portland

Charlotte, Fairfield County, Indianapolis, Raleigh-Durham

Baltimore, Detroit, San Antonio, West Palm Beach
Columbus, Sacramento

Chicago, Fort Lauderdale, Kansas City,
Oakland-East Bay, Orlando, Salt Lake City, San Diego

Boston, Denver, New York, Pittsburgh, Tampa

Hampton Roads, Milwaukee, Westchester County
New Jersey,
Washington, DC

Cincinnati, St. Louis

Orange County, Phoenix, Richmond

Cleveland, Long Island, Philadelphia

Houston

Atlanta, Jacksonville, Miami, United States

Los Angeles, Seattle-Bellevue

Austin, San Francisco

Minneapolis
Nashville



United States CBD office clock
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United States suburban office clock
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Detroit, Phoenix, San Diego, Washington, DC
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Cincinnati, Cleveland, Greenwich CBD, 
Milwaukee West Palm Beach
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Nashville, San Francisco

Oakland CBD, Orlando, United States

Baltimore, 
Kansas City,
St. Louis

Atlanta, Downtown (New York)
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Falling
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Bottoming
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Dallas
Silicon Valley

San Francisco Peninsula

Jacksonville, Nassau County, Portland, St. Louis

Fort Lauderdale, Hampton Roads, Miami
Milwaukee, Orlando, Raleigh-Durham

Central New Jersey, Detroit, West Palm Beach

Charlotte, Cincinnati, Oakland Suburbs, United States

Lehigh Valley, Northern
Delaware, Northern New
Jersey, Sacramento

Chicago, East Bay Suburbs, Fairfield County,
Indianapolis, Westchester County

Atlanta, Baltimore, San Diego, Seattle

Austin, Richmond

Suffolk County

Houston

Philadelphia

Southern New Jersey

Washington, DC

Los Angeles, Nashville

Bellevue

Cleveland, Columbus, San Antonio

Kansas City

Boston, Denver, Minneapolis, Orange County,
Phoenix, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, Tampa

Cambridge, San Francisco



United States economy
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Growing uncertainty regarding the global fiscal outlook continues to stand 
in stark contrast to the strengthening performance of the U.S. economy. 
The slowdown in Chinese output and its effects on trade and investment 
volumes, fluctuation in oil and energy prices suppressing growth in 
resource-rich markets, geopolitical tensions in the Middle East and 
Eastern Europe, and divergence in economic performance across 
Europe have all made the U.S. one of the key safe havens during the 
current expansion. 

Recently revised annual GDP growth of 3.9 percent during the second 
quarter, burgeoning consumer confidence at its highest rate since the 
mid-2000s, consumer spending at a record $12.2 trillion and even 
housing starts making a return all spell further gains in the coming 
quarters. Improved macroeconomic fundamentals will further the uplift 
already seen throughout the office market; with 57.9 percent of third-
quarter leasing activity representing growth and the majority of industries 
having at least half of all transactions as expansion, occupancy gains, 
falling vacancy and rising rents will characterize the office market for the 
next six to eight quarters.

Labor market edges toward previous lows; output rising even faster

Over the past year, the U.S. economy has seen the addition of nearly 2.8 
million net new jobs, pushing unemployment down to a recovery low of 5.1 
percent. While still somewhat above historic norms, unemployment has fallen 
steadily at 10 to 20 basis points per month and there remains some slack and 
latent demand in the labor market. Unemployment for bachelor’s degree 
holders is much lower at 2.5 percent, consistent with historic norms and 
indicating an impending labor shortage. Importantly, the labor market is no 
longer dominated by office-using industries; combined, professional and 
business services, financial activities and information have accounted for only 
28.9 percent of jobs created over the past year, as a variety of sectors, such 
as health, leisure, construction and even manufacturing, are on the rise. 

Signs of economic improvement for employees have also firmed in 
recent months. Year-on-year wage growth has increased to 2.2 percent 
in light of companies’ fight for talent and retention across the private 
sector, with professional and business services (PBS) wages jumping by 
2.8 percent. Both figures are higher than the relatively flat rate of inflation, 
which is creating higher levels of consumer confidence and spending. A 
5.9 percent spike in goods expenditures led by motor vehicles and 
recreational goods helped to bring the personal consumption 
expenditures (PCE) segment of GDP to $12.2 trillion, with year-over-year 
growth of 3.3 percent exceeding the 2.7 percent overall rate. This 
demand has made its way to jobs as well: there are 124,000 more 
manufacturing jobs now than this time last year, while manufacturing-
heavy markets such as Detroit have witnessed growth in the sector of 
3.4 percent.
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Real GDP revised up to 2.7 percent at annual rates as consumer 
spending and private investment continue to rise
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Similarly, firms are now investing significantly in specialized technology 
as demand for goods from both individual and corporate consumers 
increases. Private domestic investment rose by 5.7 percent over the
the year, representing $155.3 billion of the $432.1 billion in additional 
output created during the past four quarters. Transportation equipment 
and intellectual property continue to post the strongest gains, with 
research and development and software growing by 8.0 and 7.6 percent, 
respectively. The need for talent in these fields has led to job growth not 
only in the Bay Area, but also the hot spots of Seattle, Boston, Austin, 
Portland and New York, with secondary hubs in Chicago, Atlanta, 
Phoenix, Salt Lake City and Los Angeles also expanding. Changes in 
international trade and commerce due to slowdowns and fundamental 
changes not only in China but also resource-rich and emerging markets 
may hinder further output gains and, in turn, investment within the 
logistics segment of the economy, however.

The question on everyone’s mind: when will interest rates rise?

Consistently positive or stable results on a monthly and quarterly basis 
across nearly all indicators have raised the question of when the Federal 
Reserve will implement its first rate hike during the current recovery. The 
most recent FOMC meeting and statement highlighted improvements in 
the labor market, particularly related to productivity, while expressing 
trepidation over a lack of sustained improvement in net exports, whose 
contribution to real GDP has averaged -0.5 percent since Q2 2014. It is 
likely, however, that even sustained growth elsewhere in the economy 
may not warrant a rate hike; inflation, which must near the Federal 
Reserve’s 2.0 percent target, has yet to rebound after drops in energy 
prices in late 2014 and early 2015, although the Consumer Price Index 
has begun to show budding signs of improvement.

There is still much to be uncertain of in the global economy, ranging from 
an unprecedented shift in Chinese monetary and economic policy to 
continued stagnancy in parts of the EU and instability and recession in 
many emerging markets, all of which will factor into future demand for 
goods and services, with varying degrees of impact on the U.S. economy 
at both the national and local level. Further investment, much of it in real 
estate, will likely flow into the United States as economic conditions 
further warrant the status of safe harbor. This investment will play a role 
in catalyzing additional economic and job growth across industries 
through the end of 2016 and into 2017, when the cycle should begin to 
taper off.
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The rate of job growth needed to hike interest rates has fallen until the 
current cycle

Source: JLL Research, Federal Reserve, Bureau of Labor Statistics
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United States investment sales
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Office investment activity continues its rise, up 33.5 percent year-to-date

The U.S. office sector continues to see an expansion of investment 
activity, as $39.7 billion of third quarter investment sales brought year-to-
date volumes to nearly $110.0 billion—growth of 25.0 percent relative to 
comparable 2014 quarterly figures and 33.5 year-to-date. With this 
activity has come the continued compression of core cap rates in primary 
and secondary markets, both of which have declined 10 basis points 
year-to-date, to an average of 4.5 and 5.3 percent, respectively. As a 
result of continued volatility in the financial markets and the decline of the 
10-year Treasury, spreads for both primary and secondary markets have 
simultaneously widened to their highest levels since 2012 at 246 and 326 
basis points, respectively. However, despite global volatility, momentum 
in the U.S. commercial real estate market remains strong, with 2015 well 
positioned to reach full-year growth forecasts of 20.0 percent.

As primary market investment increases, offshore investor demand 
similarly rises 

Primary markets continue to lead office investment activity with nearly all 
markets seeing in excess of $1.0 billion of deal flow this quarter and 
accounting for account for 63.4 percent of transaction volumes. New 
York’s $7.0+ billion of activity was fueled by a continued strong pipeline 
of large transactions: Blackstone closed on its acquisition of a 49.0 
percent interest in a 6-property, 5.3 million-square-foot portfolio from 
RXR Realty, and SL Green bought 11 Madison Avenue from CIM Group 
and The Sapir Organization for $2.4 billion, or $1,065 per square foot. 
Growth is also credited to strength in the Seattle, Chicago and Boston 
markets—all of which are up 50.0+ percent year-over-year. In Seattle, 
GAW Capital closed on its acquisition of Columbia Center for $711.0 
million, or $458 per square foot, and in Chicago, Blackstone acquired 
River North Point for $378.0 million, or $283 per square foot, on the 
heels of its second quarter acquisition of Willis Tower. A common theme 
in primary office market investment continues to increasingly be inbound 
capital: Relative to the U.S. real estate sector at-large, which is seeing 
nearly 15.0 percent of transactions acquired by offshore buyers, primary 
office markets saw 24.4 percent of transactions acquired by foreign 
buyers in the third quarter with activity highest in New York, Seattle and 
Los Angeles. 

Given high transaction volumes over the past 18 months with Silicon 
Valley, San Francisco and Washington, DC each seeing nearly 20.0+ 
percent of its Class A inventory trade hands, investment activity in late 
2015 continues its shift to markets such as Seattle, Los Angeles and 
Chicago. We expect this to continue into 2016 with foreign investment 
activity selectively diversifying into secondary markets.

Post-GFC high levels of secondary suburban activity driving 
investment gains

Led by third quarter activity in Philadelphia, Atlanta and Orange County, 
secondary market momentum remains strong with growth at a higher 
pace than primary market counterparts. At the close of the third quarter, 
secondary market activity had increased by 83.4 percent year-to-date, a 
trend further reflected if looking at the 15 most active secondary 
markets—all of which are seeing growth. As a result, the number of 
markets seeing year-to-date activity exceed $1.0 billion has increased 
from three to nine year-over-year with Phoenix and Atlanta surpassing 
the $2.0 billion mark. However, varying from primary markets, this 
growth is being driven by suburban investment activity, pushing 
secondary suburban investment to reach an expansionary high and 
nearly doubling from comparable 2014 figures. 

JLL | United States | Office Outlook | Q3 2015

$39.7 billion of third quarter office investment sales bring year-to-date 
growth to 33.5 percent

Source: JLL Research, Real Capital Analytics (Transactions larger than $5.0m)
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The CBD-to-suburban cap rate differential, averaging 200 basis points in 
secondary markets and 290 basis points for the U.S. office sector at-
large, and favorable debt markets are drivers for select investment 
strategies. While core institutional investors have diversified into top, high 
barrier to entry suburban submarkets, the most active buyers have been 
opportunistic and value add private equity investors such as Starwood 
Capital and Lone Star Funds. Nearly 40.0 percent of quarterly activity 
was notably driven by portfolio acquisitions with the Phoenix, 
Philadelphia and Orange County markets the most active.
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Top secondary markets all in growth mode, nearly doubling 
comparable 2014 activity year-to-date

Source: JLL Research (Assets larger than 50,000 s.f.)
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Space under construction as a percent of Class A inventory

Source: JLL Research

Ratio of quarterly net absorption to under construction

Source: JLL Research

Y-o-Y change in available Class A large blocks by volume

Source: JLL Research

Lowest amount of new construction in decades
Those participating in several Atlanta office cycles describe current market 
conditions as nothing less than “historic.” Throughout the recovery, Class A 
rental rates have increased by an average of 1.2 percent quarterly, vacancy 
rates have declined by an average of 2.4 percent quarterly, and still the amount 
of office space under construction is less than 1.0 percent of Class A inventory, 
making Atlanta the lowest by volume of 33 local U.S. markets. These 
increasingly supply-constrained conditions have led to significant value creation 
for investors. It’s expected these trends will continue in this fashion for at least 
the next 18 to 24 months, challenging occupiers currently seeking space. 

Absorption rates reveal both demand stability and developer restraint
Demand for office space has been consistent over the past three years, 
averaging 600,000 square feet quarterly. Third quarter net absorption figures 
along with future leasing indicators, i.e. anticipated lease expirations, suggest a 
continuation of this trend. Comparing this demand figure to the amount of new 
supply reveals nearly a 1:1 ratio, an attractive metric for investors, illustrating just 
how restrained the development sentiment is in Atlanta. We see virtually no 
threat of overbuilding in the short to mid-term. 

Large blocks disappear metro-wide, landlords use to add value
Nearly all of Atlanta’s submarkets have exceeded pre-recession peak asking 
rents, leading investors to value potential cash flows from vacant space more 
than that of occupied space. Quality available blocks larger than 50,000 square 
feet, capable of accommodating large credit tenants, are among the most 
coveted. Landlords have leveraged improving market conditions to create value 
for owners by increasing rates of these blocks, on average by 3.8 percent metro-
wide since Q3 2014. Buckhead and Midtown, where only a handful remain, have 
seen rates increase by 6.5 percent over the same 12-month period.

Unprecedented market conditions drive value growth 
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Citywide absorption as a percent of inventory (%)

Source: JLL Research

Citywide projected construction deliveries by quarter (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Citywide tenants in the market by size (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Austin takes on Silicon Valley
Austin is going head-to-head with Silicon Valley in the battle of absorption. Austin 
has absorbed a whopping 1.5 million square feet of office space year-to-date, or 
3.2 percent of inventory. This is the highest amount of absorption Austin has 
experienced in the last nine years. Silicon Valley is putting up a fight and has 
absorbed over 2.1 million square feet or 3.2 percent of inventory, tieing-up the 
two tech-friendly heavyweights at the close of Q3. Absorption in Austin is 
projected to increase again during the fourth quarter, but will it be enough to beat 
Silicon Valley? 

Construction deliveries will dip in 2016
In 2016, construction deliveries will slow significantly, with only 640,000 square 
feet projected to deliver between eight projects. To put that number into 
perspective, seven projects totaling 695,000 square feet delivered during Q3 
2015 alone. These projects include Paloma Ridge A & B (212,000 square feet), 
Encino Trace I (162,000 square feet), Rollingwood I & II (215,000 square feet), 
Hill Country Galleria B (54,000 square feet) and 1303 San Antonio (52,000 
square feet). Of this newly delivered inventory, 65.0 percent was preleased. The 
next wave in construction deliveries will occur Q1 2017 with 500 West 2nd 
(500,000 square feet), Shoal Creek Walk (218,000 square feet) and Domain 8 
(291,000 square feet). Additional projects have not yet broken ground and are 
subject to many variables. 

10,000-20,000 square foot requirements are king
In such a competitive market, it helps to know the size distribution of tenants 
actively searching for space. Of 180 surveyed tenants, 73.0 percent are looking 
for space between 5,000 and 30,000 square feet. The most popular tenant size 
requirement falls in the 10,000 to 20,000-square-foot range, composing 28.7 
percent of the market. Tenants searching for contiguous blocks larger than 
50,000 square feet, or 13.2 percent of the market, will face the largest 
challenges. There are currently only 17 options citywide that can accommodate a 
tenant of that size. 

Silicon Hills goes head-to-head with Silicon Valley
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Drop in inventory offsets negative absorption in CBD

Source: JLL Research, BLS

Overall vacancy by submarket cluster

Source: JLL Research

Leasing volume for transactions >10,000 s.f.

Source: JLL Research

Limited leasing and absorption in third quarter
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Office conversions make big impact on CBD vacancy
Overall inventory in the Central Business District has shrunk the past two years 
by over 1 million square feet as obsolete buildings are converted to apartments. 
The conversions have helped to offset weak office demand as tenants who have 
remained in the CBD focus on space efficiency and Class A product along Pratt 
Street, where vacancy has dropped to just 6.3 percent. Without the reduction in 
inventory, vacancy in the CBD would have reached 23.6 percent as cumulative 
negative net absorption since 2007 has climbed to 1.7 million square feet.

Howard County vacancy dips below ten percent
Vacancy dropped below 10.0 percent during the quarter in Howard County as 
market fundamentals have continued to swing in favor of landlords across much 
of Columbia, especially in Columbia Town Center. Asking rental rates have 
jumped 11.2 percent year-over-year in Columbia Town Center, while leasing 
concessions have dropped considerably as tenants have placed a premium on 
buildings with walkable amenities. Additional development will likely break 
ground shortly as the pipeline of tenants in the market is active with extremely 
limited available large blocks of space.

Leasing volume limited in the third quarter
While improved from the beginning of the year, leasing volume during the quarter 
fell 33.9 percent short of 2014. The majority of transactions came from tenants 
between 10,000 to 20,000 square feet, primarily in Class A inventory across 
Howard County. Tenants in the market, however, remained robust with 2.1 
million square feet of active requirements, which should drive strong leasing 
activity in the coming quarters and additional construction starts. Demand has 
come from the traditional drivers of growth in Baltimore: education, healthcare 
and government tenants. 0
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Direct average rent growth year-over-year

Source: JLL Research

Expected construction deliveries reach a 10-year high

Source: JLL Research

Job growth continues to outpace population growth

Source: JLL Research, Moody’s, Boston MSA
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Increasingly competitive market drives rent growth
As the market continues to heat up, asking rents have increased over 5.0 
percent in eight of Boston’s submarkets year-over-year and tenants are finding 
fewer options to select from. Available large blocks in Class A buildings have 
become scare, driven by large leases - five leases were signed for over 100,000 
square feet this quarter alone. In the Boston CBD, for example, only 11 Class A 
blocks over 50,000 square feet are available in existing buildings. With more 
than 17 tenants in the market for space 50,000 square feet or larger, the supply-
demand imbalance is increasing competition and pushing rents upward. 

New deliveries provide little relief
This quarter, five office buildings, including Trip Advisor’s and Vistas Print’s new 
headquarters completed construction bringing nearly 1 million square feet of new 
Class A inventory to the market. Of the nearly 2.4 million square feet expected to 
be delivered this year, 60.0 percent is pre-leased, signaling the strong demand 
for new office space. Taking this cue, several new speculative developments 
kicked off this quarter, including 121 Seaport Boulevard – Skanska 
Development’s 17-story, 400,000-square-foot Class A building in the Seaport 
District. Tenants in the market now have the option to choose between new and 
existing older office space.

Boston employers on the hunt for talent
Boston’s economy has added nearly 200,000 new jobs in the last five years, 
pushing the unemployment rate to 4.3 percent. In this quarter alone, organic 
growth from local tenants led to over 1 million square feet of new leasing activity. 
Further, Boston’s fast-growing high tech sector has added jobs at a rate faster 
than the national average for four consecutive years. With recent 
announcements from companies such as Twitter, IBM and Akamai 
Technologies, that they will add over 2,000 new jobs in the next year, it appears 
there is no end in sight. However, despite this growth and Boston’s young and 
highly skilled labor force, Boston’s below-average population additions present a 
challenge to Boston employers trying to fill seats. 

Strong demand spurs new construction 
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RBA Under construction 

Source: JLL Research

CBD vacancy

Source: JLL Research

Absorption strong in Q3

Source: JLL Research

New construction underway in Q3 of 2015
With demand for readily available space present in the CBD, developers have 
not been shy about breaking ground. Three of the market’s four projects under 
construction are located in Downtown, with the third located in the Midtown 
submarket. In regard to downtown projects, Spectrum Properties is developing 
630,000 square feet at 300 South Tryon, Portman Holdings is developing 
381,263 square feet at 615 South College Street and The Ark Group is 
developing 200,000 square feet for the AvidXchange headquarters at 0 Hamilton 
Street. The lone project under construction in Midtown is being developed by 
The Ark Group at 1616 Camden St. with 68,899 square feet.

Vacancy showing strength of market
With vacancy rates shrinking, asking rates are moving up in one of the premier 
Charlotte submarkets. The CBD vacancy rate currently sits at 8.3 percent; it has 
been falling steadily since 2010 during the recession when it hit a high mark of 
15.7 percent. With positive net absorption for a second straight quarter and new 
development underway in the market, it is likely that this trend will hold steady in 
the foreseeable future. 

Absorption staying consistent with new deliveries
With tenants looking to secure the best available space, there was no shortage 
of activity in Q3 with positive absorption. Between Sterling Capital Management 
and Dixon Hughes, 98,475 square feet was taken at SouthPark’s latest delivery, 
Capitol Towers. At 200 South Tryon Street, Kimley-Horn took 25,528 square feet. 
Stewart Engineering moved into 16,000 square feet at 101 
Independence Center. 2,257
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Square feet of CBD leases by suburban tenants

Source: JLL Research

Square feet of CBD sublease space

Source: JLL Research

Future large block (100K SF+) vacancies

Source: JLL Research

After a slow first half of the year the trend of suburban tenants relocating 
to the CBD picked up in the third quarter. Motorola Solutions, Baxalta, and Kraft 
Heinz all signed third quarter leases which together will bring a total of over 
400,000 square feet of positive net absorption. Kraft Heinz marks a notable
instance where a large suburban tenant will be relocating its entire operations to 
the CBD since Hillshire Brands moved downtown in early 2013. In recent years 
we have also seen several suburban tenants opt to open satellite offices 
downtown and co-locate operations between the two markets. To date, suburban 
companies have leased over 800,000 square feet in the CBD, or 11.1 percent of 
the 2015 leasing activity in the city. 

Sublease space has expanded in the past four quarters
Space available for sublease is up 60.2 percent from the past year, and almost 
450,000 square feet during the third quarter alone. A majority of the third quarter 
growth came from Motorola Mobility and ACGME which together added almost 
250,000 square feet to the sublease market. The drivers behind these and other 
large subleases vary. In cases like Polsinelli and Hyatt, tenants are starting to 
market sublease space in anticipation of relocating into new office towers in the 
West Loop. For others, subleasing allows the tenant to accommodate their 
expanding footprint by relocating into another property. And for Motorola Mobility, 
subleasing allows the company to right-size their space for their modern 
workforce. Overall, an uptick in sublease availabilities indicates that tenants are 
willing to shed current space to proactively move into the offices they need for 
the future. 

The pipeline for new residential construction has grown rapidly 
JLL has tracked over 15,000 residential units under construction or proposed, 
and in the past two weeks alone plans have been announced that will bring 
another 1,500 units to the market. A majority of the new announcements are in 
the South Loop where over 3,100 units have delivered or been proposed in the 
past three years. With the economy expanding and downtown Chicago becoming 
increasingly popular for millennials, developers see a reliable source of demand 
for the ever-growing supply of residential units. 

Downtown migrations and subleases on the rise
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YTD total net absorption (% of stock)

Source: JLL Research

Total vacancy by submarket

Source: JLL Research

Job growth/loss by sector (12-month change): Chicago

Source: BLS, JLL Research

Tenant shifts net positive absorption
In the third quarter a few suburban submarkets played a game of musical chairs. 
The best example of this was between tenants Catamaran, Barilla and Baxalta. 
Barilla and Catamaran were both previously tenants of 1200 Lakeside, which is 
now the home of Baxalta, a spin-off of Baxter. Baxalta was in the market for 
260,000 square feet of space. So where did Barilla and Catamaran move to? 
Catamaran employees moved to the company's Schaumburg location after a 
series of acquisitions. Barilla decided to move its employees to the Former 
Plunkett Furniture store at 885 Sunset Ridge Road in Northbrook. This series of 
moves netted the North Cook County submarket a positive 75,000 square feet of 
absorption and the North Lake County submarket a positive 80,000 square feet 
of absorption this quarter. 

Quarter’s leasing activity breaks up several large blocks
Leasing activity this quarter helped to break up several large blocks of available 
space in the suburbs. Five of the top 10 lease transactions for the quarter were 
signed in space that was previously a large block, totaling 485,000 square feet of 
volume. These transactions include HSBC signing for 162,000 square feet at 
1421 W Shure Drive and Horizon Pharmaceuticals deal for 150,000 square feet 
of space at 150 S Saunders Road. In the Eastern East-West submarket Inland 
Real Estate took a block of 46,000 square feet at 814 Commerce Drive and two 
leases at 600-680 Oakmont Lane got signed totaling 56,000 square feet leaving 
only 33,000 square feet available. This break up of large blocks have left some 
smaller blocks that will be good for mid-size tenants.

Office-using sectors continue to dominate hiring in Q3
Chicago’s metro level office-using sectors ruled summer hiring by taking 38.6 
percent of the 12-month total employment growth which is a positive sign for the 
Chicago real estate market. Suburban based Textura, a construction 
collaboration solutions company, will be hiring in both the suburbs and 
downtown. Positive trends were also reflected in the Case-Schiller Home Price 
Index, which rose to 133.4 as of July 2015, the highest level it has reached 
since 2009. 
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Construction trends

Source: JLL Research

Vacancy trends

Source: JLL Research

Rent trends

Source: JLL Research
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Development activity is animated, more deliveries in the coming months
Rising tenant demand has sparked a number of major developments in recent 
months, while 2014 marked the highest amount of square footage delivered 
since the end of the recession. Year-to-date, over 400,000 square feet has hit 
the market with an additional 450,000 square feet scheduled for completion by 
year’s end. Over the next year, construction activity will remain elevated as the 
Mercy Health headquarters building, the GE Building and Keystone Park II are all 
expected to deliver throughout 2016. Together, these projects total more than 
800,000 square feet. 

Tenants opt for higher quality space
Class A vacancy dipped below that of Class B space shortly after the beginning 
of 2014 and the margin continues to widen as a number of tenants commit to 
higher quality space. In the years following the recession, Class B assets were 
the preferred choice for those tenants weary to lease more costly space, but as 
market fundamentals once again fall into alignment and economic conditions 
continue to improve, the market now portrays a 4.5 percent difference in vacancy 
between Class A and Class B space.

Asking rents are leveling out, poised for growth
Asking rents in the Cincinnati office market have stabilized following the end of 
the recession and are now poised for future growth. The current asking rent for 
Class A space is $20.83 per square foot, a decrease of 2.6 percent year-over-
year. Meanwhile, Class B space boasts an average asking rent of $15.75 per 
square foot, an increase of 1.8 percent annually. Overall, asking rents across 
Class A and B space stand at $19.08 per square foot, virtually unchanged from 
the same period last year. 

Construction elevated, rents poised for growth
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Vacancy trends

Source: JLL Research

Rent trends

Source: JLL Research

Sales trends

Source: JLL Research

Tenant demand remains in expansionary mode
Leasing activity and tenant demand in Cleveland looks quite strong. Office 
employment sectors have recorded sustained jobs growth over the last three 
years, which is translating into increased tenant demand. Leasing activity 
through the first three quarters of 2015 totaled more than 1.7 million square feet 
and 85.5 percent of tenants signing leases were recorded as having stable or 
growing footprints. Tenant demand is projected to remain in expansionary mode 
into 2016 which will continue to place downward pressure on vacancy rates. 
While both Class A and Class B assets will benefit from increase tenant demand, 
look for the largest absorption gains to take place in the Class A space. 

Rents are poised for meaningful growth
Asking rents in Cleveland have recorded modest appreciation following the Great 
Recession. In the third quarter, Class A asking rents across the metro averaged 
$22.26 per square foot while Class B rents averaged $17.51 per square foot. 
Asking rents for both classes are little changed year-over-year, however, looking 
over a five-year time horizon, Class A asking rents have appreciated 2.7 percent 
while Class B asking rents have appreciated by just 50 basis points. Limited 
office construction has meant that tenant demand has translated almost entirely 
into vacancy compression, and with continued downward pressure on vacancy, 
rents are poised for meaningful growth over the next three to five years. 

As the market firms, landlords see property values appreciate
Sales activity has been intensifying in Cleveland and investment-grade assets 
have been making up a larger percentage of trades in recent quarters. Landlords 
are seeing property values appreciate amid improving market conditions and 
recent offerings have garnished the interest of institutional investors as well as 
international funds. In the third quarter, over $75 million worth of sales activity 
was recorded, with an average sales price of $109 per square foot. The largest 
trade of the quarter was Hertz Investment Group’s purchase of the Skylight 
Office Tower from Forest City. The 321,000-square-foot, Class A office tower 
was purchased for $35.4 million or $110 per square foot.

The market continues to firm, outlook is positive
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Vacancy trends
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Rent trends
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Quality space options remain in short supply
Rising demand across the Columbus office market has led to steady decreases 
in vacancy across both Class A and Class B assets. Class A vacancy currently 
stands at 9.7 percent, a decrease of 2.7 percent year-over-year. Meanwhile, 
Class B vacancy is 15.1 percent, a decline of 20 basis points year-over-year. 
Leasing activity has been animated with many tenants expanding their footprints. 
As a result, over 335,000 square feet of net absorption was recorded over the 
third quarter. Year-to-date absorption now sits at just over 800,000 square feet. 

Rent growth expected in the near future
Columbus remains in an excellent position for meaningful rent growth, buttressed 
by sinking vacancies and increased tenant demand. Currently, the Northwest 
submarket cluster boasts the highest averaging asking rent, at $18.03 per square 
foot, propelled largely by the in-demand Dublin and Grandview/Arlington 
submarkets. Conversely, the Northeast submarket cluster enjoys the most 
affordability, with an average asking rent of $15.65 per square foot. 

Tenant demand bolsters additional construction 
Construction activity continues to increase across the region as optimistic 
developers have been keen to notice rising levels of demand and a tightening 
supply of quality space. So far, 2015 has seen the delivery of roughly 770,000 
square feet of space, 63.0 percent of which is speculative. An additional 870,000 
square feet are currently under construction, comprised of Alliance Data’s 
550,000-square-foot build-to-suit project in Easton and Nationwide’s 320,000-
square-foot campus in Grandview. These two developments are scheduled for 
delivery in 2018 and 2019, respectively.

Increased tenant demand is driving leasing activity 
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Class A & B rental rates by submarket p.s.f.

Source: JLL Research

YTD net absorption and construction completions

Source: JLL Research

Total vacancy (%) YTD by submarket

Source: JLL Research

Upward pressure on rates has expanded to all submarkets
The region’s ongoing job gains and the continued tight market conditions has
resulted in significant rental rate growth over the past two years in half of Dallas’ 
submarkets. That upward pressure on rates has now begun to impact all 
submarkets, even those with higher vacancy like the Stemmons and LBJ 
Freeway submarkets.

Over the past quarter, all submarkets showed an increase in average asking 
rates, with the active submarkets seeing the larger increases (Far North Dallas, 
Uptown, Las Colinas). Year-over-year, rate increases for Class A and B space 
now average 6.3 percent, and range from 1.5 percent in Stemmons Freeway to 
9.0 percent for North Central Expressway. Class A space is outpacing this 
slightly as some of the highest demand submarkets are realizing gains well 
above 8.0 percent.

Majority of net absorption has gone into newly delivered construction
2015 absorption has been on a fast pace, partly driven by State Farm’s 
occupancy of their new, regional HQ. Even after adjusting for this impact, net 
absorption through Q3 has totaled 2.4 million square feet, which is a strong year. 
Overall, new construction has been in balance with both net absorption and new 
deliveries coming in at just under 4 million square feet each. The high net 
absorption has been driven by a mix of leasing in built-to-suit projects (State 
Farm, FedEx, The Richards Group, Monitronics) and lead tenants taking 
occupancy on some spec developments (KPMG, Polsinelli, Frost Bank).

Vacancy is stable and near historic lows, despite new spec deliveries
Dallas is currently posting almost double the historic average of demand for 
space. The 7.7 million-square-foot construction pipeline and additional projects 
that may break ground suggest that vacancy may be at its low point in this cycle. 
We expect vacancy to begin to rise in 2016. We see this as a gradual shift 
because new spec construction should remain below previous cycles as a 
percent of total inventory and the economic outlook continues to be strong.

Shifting landscape offers opportunity for investors
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So far, market shrugs off concerns of an overheat
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Investment sales on par with 2014
Three quarters into 2015, Denver-area sales volume measures $1.8 billion—a 
figure that closely matches last year’s total through the same period, and nearly 
half of which ($900 million) traded during the first quarter. Properties sold during Q1 
include: 1515 Wynkoop ($171.9 million), Greenwood Corporate Plaza ($91.5 
million) and 1401 17th ($75.2 million). Q2 sales slowed, at just under $430 million, 
and included Village Center Station I ($76.7 million) and Rally Software ($53.2 
million). Up slightly to $450 million, Q3 was led by CBD sales that saw 410 17th

($127.0 million), 16M ($90.0 million) and MarketWorks ($29.7 million) trade. Rising 
rental rates, the introduction of new construction and vacancy compression should 
continue to push sales pricing toward record levels.  

RiNo proves to be an emerging—and wildly popular—submarket
An area not long ago rife with dilapidated warehouses is quickly becoming one of 
Denver’s most popular homes for commercial product, including office, retail, 
multifamily and hotel assets. Area owners and developers are not only renovating 
old, existing warehouses into usable space; they are also constructing new space 
wherever buildable land can be developed. Industry Denver along Brighton 
Boulevard struck earlier than most when it extensively renovated a derelict 
property, turning it into a model for creative and collaborative workspace. Today, it 
is home to high-tech companies like Uber, Backbone Media and Zenman. 

New construction deliveries near peak of previous cycle
Year-to-date, 979,701 square feet of new office product has delivered, with an 
additional 424,171 square feet of new supply expected by year’s end. This 1.4 
million square feet falls less than 200,000 square feet shy of last cycle's 2008 peak. 
Though the majority of this new development commenced with no leases in place, 
these properties are already 61.6 percent leased—a sign of the robust tenant 
demand that has saturated Denver during the last two years. Thus far in the current 
cycle, metro-area developers have been careful to avoid an overbuild, allowing 
owners to take advantage of sustained rising rental rates and declining vacancies. 
Looking past 2015, another 2.2 million square feet is currently under construction, 
with deliveries set between 2016 and 2018.  
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Aggregate value of refinancing in the CBD (2013-2015)

Source: JLL Research

Square feet of office product delivered

Source: JLL Research

Urban vs suburban, rents and vacancies

Source: JLL Research

Detroit’s office fundamentals continue upward
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Landlords are beginning to refinance downtown properties
Downtown Detroit is beginning to show its credit worthiness to the capital 
markets. With interest rates at all time lows but expected to rise in the near
future, investors are looking to take advantage. Recently, a deal closed for the 
First National Building to get a $70 million loan, which was brokered by Bernard 
Financial. The building was purchased by an affiliate of Dan Gilbert in August 
2011 for $8.1 million. It is the largest commercial mortgage-backed securities 
loan on a Detroit building since Bedrock and Meridian Health purchased One 
Campus Martius last year for $142 million. The pie chart represents the 
aggregate value of refinancing activity in the CBD.

Office construction is on the upswing in Metro Detroit
Detroit’s office development is beginning to move beyond the rehabbing of old 
buildings. Increasing rents, positive absorption and limited availability are 
determining factors needed to give developers the confidence to start new 
construction. As of third quarter 2015, 310,000 square feet was delivered, up 
from 97,562 square feet in the previous year. As of now, new construction is 
primarily owner-occupied and built-to-suit, however, we expect speculative 
construction will increase as inventory continues to tighten across the 
submarkets. 

Urban submarkets continue to outperform suburban submarkets
Detroit’s submarkets are in the midst of a tug of war. In the urban submarkets, 
the average asking rent currently stands at $20.08 per square foot, up 5.1 
percent from this time last year. Meanwhile, vacancy has steadily decreased 
year-over-year from 17.9 percent to 14.4 percent today. In the suburban 
submarkets, ownership is more diverse, and although rents are improving, they 
are appreciating at a slower pace than they are downtown. Suburban rents have 
increased 3.8 percent year-over-year to $17.91 per square foot. Furthermore, 
total vacancy in the suburbs remains elevated and relatively fixed, showing little 
improvement over the last four years. 
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10-year rent increase by submarket

Source: JLL Research

Tenant demand square footage by target submarket cluster

Source: JLL Research

Large block availabilities
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Existing tenants feel pressure due to outer-market demand
The suburbs are benefiting from the spillover of tenant demand from San 
Francisco and Oakland. Rising rental rates in the Oakland Metro signals tenants 
to consider options along the 680 Corridor. The added pressure to the market 
gives landlords leverage against existing tenants within the market as they 
realize a dramatic increase in rents coming out of long-term leases. For example, 
tenants coming out of 10-year deals have realized a 24.6 percent overall rent 
increase and as a result, tenants have been negotiating shorter-term deals as 
well as making an effort to maximize free rent. Furthermore, tenants from San 
Francisco and Oakland who hear the news of cheaper rent are willing and able to 
accommodate the rate hike in the suburbs, whereas long-standing tenants are 
sensitive to the pressure, shifting focus to secondary markets such as Concord. 

Tenant make-up varies between the North and South
The Tri-Valley brought in the largest deal along the corridor this quarter, with 
SAP leasing 150,000 square feet at 2600 Camino Ramon at Bishop Ranch. 
Software, bio-med, and other tech-oriented companies are showing interest in 
the large blocks of space in the Tri-Valley. Large users are expanding within the 
market, such as ServiceMaxx and Ellie Mae. Meanwhile, smaller FIRE tenants 
are dominating demand and leasing activity in Downtown Walnut Creek and 
Pleasant Hill BART. Rather than making a mass exit out of Oakland or San 
Francisco, the Corridor is seeing an influx of outer-market tenants who are 
instead expanding their footprint by moving back-office functions into small-to-
mid-sized spaces available.

Outlook bright for the suburbs
As talks of out-of-market tenants continue to saturate market demand, the 680 
Corridor is poised to take advantage of the spillover. Despite the added pressure, 
there are no signs of new office development. The suburbs have a handful of 
large block options that can accommodate large users. Additionally, conversion 
of owner-occupied space to leasable space has brought product to the market, 
such as Safeway and the former SAP headquarters, adding nearly 700,000 
square feet to the inventory. With the addition of these buildings, this should 
alleviate the supply and demand pressures from the city, giving tenants 
additional options. 
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Size of 3rd quarter signed leases (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Building sales capital flow

Source: JLL Research

Fairfield County unemployment rate

Source: JLL Research

Smaller deals drive leasing and vacancy in third quarter
Vacancy rates in Fairfield County have reached historic highs in select 
submarkets, while bottoming to historic lows in others. In Stamford CBD, only 
65.5 percent of space is currently leased, with the total vacancy rate up to 34.5 
percent. During the third quarter, the average size of transactions in the area 
decreased by 15.4 percent, which helps explain the significant amount of large, 
vacant blocks of space throughout Stamford. The lowest vacancy rate in the 
county lies in the Route 7 Corridor which now has a direct vacancy rate of 10.3 
percent. Leases in this submarket were on average 24.0 percent larger than 
those in Stamford CBD.

Private capital groups dominate building sales 
The number of private buyers in Fairfield County is well above the national 
average. Since the beginning of the year, 78.2 percent of office building sales 
have come from private buyers, compared to the national average of 27.0 
percent. The large amount of private capital being invested is a great display of 
economic confidence in the market. The largest player has been Building and 
Land Technology which acquired three buildings at an average price of $106.7 
million. Their purchase of the former Pitney Bowes building at 1 Elmcroft will 
eventually offer the prospering South Stamford market another high-end building. 

Millennials migrating to Stamford
Statistics show that the population of 25-34 year olds in Stamford has increased 
by 6.2 percent. It is important to note that in the downtown area, there was a 
staggering 20.4 percent increase in millennial population. A major issue that 
Stamford faces is the attraction and retention of a young work force because of 
the city’s proximity to Manhattan. The new apartment buildings that have been 
built in the last two years are all within walking distance of the train and nightlife. 
These are two of the biggest attributes that millennials value when deciding 
where to reside. The ability to tap into a young labor pool should draw the 
attention of companies in growth mode. 

Slow quarter yields optimism for rest of 2015
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Tower101 exceeds peak levels with execution of latest lease

Source: JLL Research

Cypress Creek: Largest suburban absorption YTD

Source: Thomson Reuters, JLL Research

Southwest Broward maintains lowest vacancy in the county

Source: JLL Research

Tower 101 signs new tenant for 52,600 square feet 
Fort Lauderdale has inked more than 324,000 square feet of leases year-to-date
with 91,000 square feet executed in the third quarter. This includes a 52,600-
square-foot lease in Tower 101. Uniforms Direct will be relocating from 
Plantation and likely occupy the space sometime in the first quarter of 2016 
bringing the building up to 98.3 percent leased. Upon occupancy, Uniforms 
Direct will become the largest tenant in the CBD. Other companies to relocate to 
the CBD over the past 12 months include Ameriprise (leased 14,200 square feet 
in 350 Las Olas Place) and Convey Health Solutions (leased 11,200 square feet 
in One Financial Plaza).

Cypress Creek absorption growth leads suburban submarkets
While Cypress Creek experienced negative absorption this quarter, the 
submarket is positive year-to-date. Cypress Creek has absorbed 52,400 square 
feet of space so far this year, more than any other suburban market in Broward 
County. Historically, with its older than average stock the submarket has lagged 
behind other suburban markets; however, as the rest of Broward County 
continues to strengthen and rates in competing suburban markets continue to 
rise, Cypress Creek is becoming more appealing to tenants for its lower than 
average asking rent (8.8 percent less per square foot than the suburban 
average) and close proximity to major highways and transportation. 

Southwest Broward anticipates major office delivery
Broward County will have its first major office delivery since the downturn as 
Pembroke Pointe, located in Southwest Broward, is expected to deliver 
sometime before year end. While there is speculation of multiple LOIs, no major 
tenant names or executed deals have been released to date. Further, while the 
submarket’s stock is expected to grow considerably as the remaining three 
buildings of the park are built out, many predict the stock will be absorbed rather 
quickly as it is the only new development in the tightening market. Southwest 
Broward maintains the lowest overall vacancy in Broward County at 10.3 percent 
and the lowest Class B vacancy at 8.9 percent. 

Ready for the next wave of activity in the suburbs
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Class A vacancy and square feet delivered 

Source: JLL Research

12-month net job growth in the Hampton Roads MSA

Source: BLS (August 2015 data)

YTD leasing volume by lease type (leases over 5,000 s.f.)

Source: JLL Research
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Class A vacancy inflated by several deliveries in the past four quarters
Class A space remained in high demand and the largest vacant blocks are 
limited to two projects delivered in the past four quarters. The largest 
development, Main Street Tower (4525 Main Street), was completed in the third 
quarter of 2014 and has remained 55.4 percent leased since delivery. 
Commanding the highest asking rates outside Downtown Norfolk at $29.50 per 
square foot, full service, the project’s pricing is 23.0 percent above the average 
Class A rate in the Southside submarket cluster, creating sizeable gap between 
other Class A availabilities. The latest delivery and with an asking rate of $26.00 
per square foot, full service, Convergence Center V (200 Bendix Road), also 
delivered 55.1 percent preleased last quarter and is currently one of four Class A 
suburban space options larger than 20,000 square feet available for 
immediate occupancy. 

Financial sector leading employment growth and office space demand
12-month growth for total office-using employment totaled -0.1 percent, reaching 
a total payroll of 417,000 individuals or 54.4 percent of total non-farm 
employment. Annual growth in the financial sector generated most of the leasing 
volume this year, as well, totaling 23.5 percent of the 388,544 square feet signed 
(deals over 5,000 square feet). The most notable transactions this year included 
Wall Einhorn & Chernitzer‘s 30,000-square-foot relocation to 150 W Main Street 
in Downtown Norfolk and Stewart Title’s 44,413-square-foot relocation and 
expansion to 1434 Crossways Boulevard in the Greenbrier submarket.

Renewals and relocations drive leasing volume, but footprints are growing
Only 64,150 square feet of net absorption was produced year-to-date, but 47.8 
percent of all transactions were born from growing footprints. With a typical 
three-month lag time for a relocation and expansion to translate into net 
absorption after build-out and moving periods, the Hampton Roads market 
expect a jump in year-to-date net absorption late next quarter. 

Recovery takes shape with growing tenant footprints
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Houston net absorption by quarter

Source: JLL Research

Leasing activity unable to keep pace with 2014

Source: JLL Research

Robust M&A activity could impact energy jobs

Source: JLL Research

Net absorption turns negative for the first time since Q3 2010
Unable to extend its streak to twenty consecutive quarters of positive net 
absorption, the Houston office market experienced 87,904 square feet of 
negative net absorption in the third quarter. Class B properties bore the brunt of 
the impact, conceding nearly 225,000 square feet in occupancy losses while 
Class A properties remained in the black, posting 135,108 square feet of positive 
net absorption this quarter. Ten of the 20 largest submarkets notched negative 
net absorption, resulting in a 100 basis point bump in total vacancy. In the face of 
near-daily job loss announcements and, consequently, slowing deal velocity, 
downsizing, and a spike in subleases, the Houston office market has reached an 
inflection point.

Leasing activity decelerates further after a record low second quarter
Coupled with negative net absorption, third quarter leasing activity numbers 
shine an ominous light on a market in flux. The Houston office market saw a 44.0 
percent decrease in leasing activity during the third quarter (1,529,476 square 
feet) when compared to the second quarter (2,710,011 square feet). To put that 
into perspective, leasing activity for the second quarter of this year was the 
eighth lowest in the last fifteen years. First? The third quarter of this year. 
Historically, the Houston office market has averaged 4 million square feet of 
leasing activity per quarter. As 10 million square feet of new office product looms 
in the pipeline, a dramatic and sustained jump in leasing activity will be required 
to avoid a full-scale market meltdown.

Increased M&A further impacts energy jobs and market sentiment
As oil prices remained in the $40 to $45/bbl range, Houston’s office market 
continues to absorb job cuts associated with the declining energy sector. From 
Fortune 500 companies like Chevron and Conoco Phillips down to smaller 
independent E&P firms, this round of cuts has begun to impact office-intensive 
white collar positions. Additionally, new M&A activity between companies such 
as Energy Transfer and Williams likewise influences the Houston office market 
as these companies begin to give back space in their existing buildings or no 
longer take space in buildings under construction. Either way, it adds up to 
additional impending vacancy within the market.

Market holds its breath as fundamentals turn
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Project Size Delivery

Interactive Intelligence BTS 112,500 4Q 2015

River North at Keystone 90,000 1Q 2016

Lakeside Green Business Center 61,050 2Q 2016

Artistry Phase II 20,220 3Q 2015

Total jobs vs unemployment rate | Indianapolis

Source: JLL Research

Leasing activity by size

Source: JLL Research

Office construction pipeline

Source: JLL Research

Local unemployment on the decline
The Indianapolis unemployment rate decreased slightly since last month to 4.4 
percent, according to the most recent estimates available from the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. Indianapolis’ total labor force once again grew to its highest 
level ever recorded (1,027,150) and total employment reached a new historical 
high for the third consecutive month (981,713). The most substantial monthly 
gains among office sectors once again occurred in the Professional and 
Business Services sector (900 new jobs) followed closely by Financial Activities 
(500 new jobs). 

Leasing activity on the rise
Leasing velocity increased for a fifth consecutive quarter, with more than 60 
deals signed in excess of 10,000 square feet, year-to-date. Nearly half of these 
deals are either new to Indianapolis or expansions within the market. This activity 
has led to 184,000 square feet of net absorption so far in 2015. As a result of this 
strong occupancy growth, the overall office vacancy rate currently sits at 15.7 
percent, down 1.5 percentage points from midyear. The CBD, in particular, is 
enjoying a solid year with over 200,000 square feet of net absorption year-to-
date thanks to deals signed by the Department of Children & Family Services, 
Managed Health Services, Scopelitis and WP Glimcher among others. 

New speculative office construction hits the market
Work was completed on Phase II of Milhaus’ mixed-use Artistry project in 
downtown Indianapolis this quarter. The introduction of this 20,000-square-foot 
office project marks the first new office space added to the market since Phase I 
of Artistry was completed last year. More speculative construction is on the way 
next year as work continues on River North at Keystone. PK Partners 90,000-
square-foot Class A development is nearly 40.0 percent pre-leased. Meanwhile, 
Atapco Properties recently broke ground on Lakeside Green Business Center. 
This 61,000-square-foot Class A office building is taking shape in the North 
Meridian submarket. Atapco razed three Class B office buildings totaling 82,000 
square feet that had been experiencing low occupancy in recent years to make 
way for this development.

Market fundamentals continue upward trend
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Vacancy drops below pre-recession levels

Source: JLL Research

Strong historical absorption

Source: JLL Research

Rental rate growth year over year

Source: JLL Research

Vacancy at an all time low for the Jacksonville market
Both the Jacksonville CBD and Butler Boulevard submarkets are experiencing 
record low vacancy rates. The Southside submarket is currently at a post-
recession low, not having experienced vacancy rates at current levels since the 
third quarter of 2008. Vacancy rates are expected to decline into 2016 with a lack 
of new construction and asking rates low for quality space relative to other 
markets in Florida and the Southeast making Jacksonville an attractive area for 
new companies looking to expand their footprint into new markets. Demand for 
space remains spread throughout the market, with the majority of leasing activity 
evenly split between the Butler Boulevard and Jacksonville CBD submarkets. 

Fifth consecutive quarter of positive absorption
As economic conditions improve across the country, business confidence and 
hiring have increased significantly over the past year and the trend of downsizing 
has finally ceased. In Jacksonville, many companies have been expanding their 
operations, which has led to positive absorption in the market not only during the 
past year, but 12 of the last 15 quarters. Multiple companies new to Jacksonville 
are rumored to be looking for space which will likely create positive absorption in 
the final quarter of 2015 and into 2016. 

Rental rate growth could be on the horizon for CBD
There has not been a new delivery into the market in the past three years, and
there are not any buildings currently under construction or in the development 
pipeline. Rental rates across all submarkets were resilient through the recession 
and have begun to show significant growth in recent quarters. This growth should 
expand into the CBD submarket which only experienced a 1.4 percent increase 
during the past year. Jacksonville remains a popular location for Fortune 1000 
companies who are considering moving their back office locations to a business 
friendly tax environment with a strong workforce to choose from. 

Record low vacancies across the market
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Overall - Class A Vacancy Rate

Source: JLL Research

South Johnson County - Class A Vacancy Rate

Source: JLL Research

CBD - Class A Vacancy Rate

Source: JLL Research

Vacancy tightening, rental rates increasing
The Kansas City market saw another solid, steady of quarter growth in the office 
market. Simply put, large, highly desirable blocks of space are getting harder to 
find. Landlords have noticed and continue to push rates upward. Developers are 
getting into the game as well, with most of their current activity focusing on the 
renovation and redeployment of older, well located buildings that have a high 
degree of functional obsolescence. The early indicators are that new 
construction should play an ever increasing role in adding supply, and several 
projects are anticipated to break ground in early 2016.

Downtown renaissance
Investment in the central urban core remains strong. There are currently over 50 
projects of varying product types with a cumulative value of over $1 billion 
dollars underway. The streetcar construction is nearing completion; early returns 
suggest that once in service it will continue to attract employment to the areas in 
proximity to the route. A majority of the Class A office buildings downtown boast 
over 90.0 percent occupancy, and the buildings with significant vacancy 
experienced strong leasing activity in the quarter. Additionally the 
announcement by the City of Kansas City to build a major convention hotel will 
continue this very strong run of high-impact development downtown.

Capital markets activity remains brisk
Higher occupancies and strong lease rate growth has increased liquidity for 
office buildings within the metro-area market. The influx of investors making 
their first investment in Kansas City appears to be a trend, further confirming 
that investors are continuing to get priced out of the gateway markets, and are 
open to pursuing smaller markets with more reasonable risk-adjusted yields.  
Asset sale activity was the strongest for stabilized Class A buildings in good 
locations. It was also announced in the quarter that Corporate Woods, a 2.2 
million-square-foot office park in the heart of Overland Park will be marketed 
for sale. 

Kansas City Office Momentum Continues
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Leasing activity trends (s.f.)

Source: New York Department of Labor

Class A direct asking rental rate trends (p.s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Class A net absorption by submarket (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Flight-to-quality migration fuels Class A leasing activity
Accelerating demand for Class A space has driven recent leasing velocity trends 
in the Long Island office market. In 2013, less than 45.0 percent of total leasing 
transactions involved Class A product. One short year later, this figure jumped to 
more than 60.0 percent, as tenants tapped competitive rental rates and pursued 
these high-end work environments to house their operations. The Long Island 
Class A vacancy rate subsequently declined to 14.3 percent during the third 
quarter of 2015 compared to 16.7 percent one year ago. The Class A vacancy 
rate has now fallen to its lowest level in nearly four years.

Absorption of high-end Class A space keeping asking rents in check
While the Long Island Class A vacancy rate trended lower, the average asking 
rental rate for Class A space remained in check during the past few years. The 
average asking Class A rental rate for direct space was approximately $30.15 
per square foot in the third quarter of 2015 compared to $29.80 per square foot 
three years ago, representing a 1.1 percent increase. This restrained rental rate 
growth can be attributed to the absorption of higher-priced Class A office space, 
which ultimately exerted downward pressures on the Long Island rental rate. 
With an average rental rate of nearly $35.05 per square foot, the Eastern Nassau 
submarket maintained the highest Class A rents in the Long Island office market.

Western Suffolk submarket leads office market with Class A absorption
Nearly 70.0 percent of the 199,290 square feet of the Class A space absorbed in 
the office market during the third quarter was attributed to an uptick in demand 
within the Western Suffolk submarket. This market’s Class A vacancy rate 
subsequently retreated from nearly 20.0 percent in mid-2015 to 16.5 percent 
three months later. The Western Suffolk submarket registered the lowest Class A 
vacancy rate in the Suffolk County office market. Contributing to the lower Class 
A vacancy rate witnessed during the third quarter was API’s subleasing of nearly 
30,600 square feet at 265 Broadhollow Road in Melville, while Oppenheimer & 
Company absorbed 15,460 square feet at 401 Broadhollow Road. 

Class A vacancy falls to lowest level in four years
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Downtown creative commands a premium

Source: JLL Research

Technology tenants leave Santa Monica for Playa Vista

Source: JLL Research

Investors spread the wealth to the broader LA market

Source: JLL Research

Creative product gives traditional high-rises competition 
Repositioned historical and industrial assets in and around the CBD are 
competing with high-rise office product for technology and creative tenants. 
Recent comps suggest a 5.0 to 15.0 percent premium on creative space over 
traditional office space. PacMutual, a historic building repositioned as creative, 
recently sold for $430 per square foot, a new high-watermark for Downtown. 
Technology and creative tenants continue to expand their umbrella beyond 
Silicon Beach. A new tech hub could easily form in the CBD with just one leading
technology company establishing a presence in Downtown.

Large tenant migration gives way to new technology center
Santa Monica has long been at the center of LA’s expanding technology and 
creative industry boom. As technology tenants flocked to Santa Monica in recent 
years, landlords pushed rates on the backs of razor thin vacancy rates. It 
appears the market may have hit its tipping point. With limited large block 
options and rapidly growing tenants, many are forced to look for other options. 
Playa Vista, with its new, creative developments and slight rental rate discount 
appears to have enticed many to migrate south. Net absorption figures swung 
heavily in both of these markets as Yahoo! vacated its Santa Monica offices and 
relocated to Playa, effectively paving the way for others to follow suit. 

Investors are increasingly looking at the broader market
Investor optimism, which has mostly been confined to the Westside, is spreading 
to surrounding submarkets highlighted by recent acquisitions. One World Trade 
Center, a premier 27-story office building in Long Beach, was bought by Irvine-
based Greenlaw Partners as an opportunistic play. In Burbank, UBS Realty 
acquired 2400 and 2350 Empire Avenue as a core plus investment. The trend 
mirrors tenant migration patterns out of the Westside, as tenants look for more 
viable alternatives which provide comparable space in desirable geographies 
and are more cost effective.

Shifting landscape offers opportunity for investors
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Employment gains leading to market tightening
Miami-Dade County local non-agricultural employment increased to 1.1 million
jobs in August, the fastest month-on-month pace of job creation since October 
2012 and the 62nd consecutive month of job growth in the County, leading to an 
unemployment rate of 6.3 percent. Of the 5,500 jobs created quarter-to-date, 
29.1 percent stemmed from expansion of the office-using professional and 
business services sector, which is up 3.2 percent year-over-year. Growth in 
finance and insurance sectors, while contracting slightly on a quarter-on-quarter 
basis, remains robust at 2.3 percent growth year-on-year. The County's strong 
employment gains have resulted in a vacancy decline of 0.6 percentage points.

Vacancy down across the board as rates climb
Miami's current market-wide direct vacancy tightened to 12.4 percent as direct 
asking rents rose to $37.30 per square foot, both levels last achieved in the first 
quarter of 2009. Quoted rates across the CBD increased 1.7 percent year-on-
year. Landlords continue to gain leverage, as Class A and B product in both 
Brickell and Downtown experienced a sixth consecutive quarter of year-on-year 
rate increases. Class A vacancy in Brickell and Downtown have contracted 1.5
percentage points and 2.9 percentage points, respectively. Vacancy in the 
suburban office markets remains even more scarce at 11.5 percent overall as 
rates climbed 3.6 percent year-over-year (1.3 percent quarter-over-quarter). 
Landlords across the market are increasingly optimistic given recent trends, 
which are expected to increase going forward, particularly because the fourth 
quarter historically leads to greater tightening.

Miami historically closes strong 
Entering a season of traditional strength, landlords have few reasons to despair 
on the pricing front. Absorption in the County usually exhibits a end-of-year kick, 
and the fourth quarter has accounted for 44.0 percent of all absorption since 
2010. We expect this trend to continue given recent lending activity, especially in 
the first quarter, and clients would be prudent to act sooner than later before 
market fundamentals shift significantly in favor of landlords.

Miami-Dade employment growth accelerates

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, JLL Research

Direct asking rents re-achieve 2009 levels

Source: JLL Research

Aggregate absorption by quarter 2010 - 2014

Source: JLL Research

Momentum expected to continue as market strengthens
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Metro Milwaukee total employment

Source: JLL Research, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Year-to-date net absorption

Source: JLL Research

Suburban tech companies seeking an urban setting

Source: JLL Research

Milwaukee regional employment approaching pre-recession peak
As the market continues to drive forward, office-using employment in Milwaukee 
is reaching peak levels. Year-over-year job growth is near 1.1 percent as small 
businesses continue to invest in talent and technology. Some small business 
growth was offset by large corporate right-sizing, yet the market appears to be on 
a strong path. The net employment growth is fueling demand for office space 
downtown with several companies announcing expansion plans over the past 
two quarters. 

Search for value drives Class C absorption
While total net absorption year-to-date has been negative across the Milwaukee 
area, the demand for Class C space appears to be rising. In particular, the 
Downtown East submarket has seen almost 10,000 square feet of increased 
space demand at the low end of the quality spectrum. Tenants appear to be 
drawn by the ability to lease very affordable space that can be customized to 
their needs and brand. This preference has negatively impacted some Class B 
properties, which lack the appeal of Trophy properties for high-end tenants, but 
also lack the cost savings and character of the Class C product. 

Local companies committing to downtown Milwaukee
Downtown Milwaukee continues to drive the leasing market in the region. As 
local companies reinvest in the CBD, developments such as 833 E Michigan in 
Downtown East will deliver high-quality new product to the market. The potential 
Johnson Controls build-to-suit near the lakefront could further increase the 
vibrancy of the area as mixed-use developments and multifamily units also come 
on line. Unfortunately, the positive absorption Downtown has been offset by 
negative absorption across the suburbs. In particular, North Shore and Northwest 
have seen reductions in space demand in the past three quarters. This pattern of 
urban migration is reflected in many cities around the country, as companies 
compete to attract young professionals who may prefer integrated and walkable 
neighborhoods over suburban campuses. 

Occupiers grow carefully as economy strengthens
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Mpls CBD Class A vacancy rates decline year-over-year

Source: JLL Research

MSP metro employment in finance & insurance (thousands)

Source: BLS, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, JLL Research

St. Paul is making space for newer, younger residents

Source: Saint Paul Port Authority, JLL Research
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Minneapolis CBD leads in large leasing deals
Vacancy rates in Minneapolis CBD continue their trend of shrinking every 
quarter. Vacancy at IDS Center declined 250 basis points since 2014 and the 
building now has its lowest quarterly vacancy in recent years. The demand for 
premium downtown office space is substantial and even co-working firms are 
getting in on the craze. Recently, two shared-space companies out of Chicago, 
Industrious and Assemble, leased a collective 36,000 sf with plans to rent out 
collaborative workspace to entrepreneurs and small firms by end of year. 

Finance and insurance driving expansions and relocations
As of this quarter, metro employment in finance and insurance industries has 
finally rebounded to pre-recession levels. The office market has seen substantial
leasing activity from firms like Ally Financial which recently relocated 150 
employees to the Shoreview Corporate Center with plans to add another 250 
jobs by 2017. Other firms like One Beacon Insurance Group, Securian Financial 
Group, Travelers Companies, and General Casualty Company have either 
invested in new space or absorbed existing space in all corners of the 
Minneapolis-St. Paul market. 

St. Paul CBD becoming a rising market
Ecolab finalized its $47 million purchase of the downtown St. Paul Travelers 
tower in August, the site of its future headquarters. Meanwhile, the Pioneer 
Press sold its headquarters to a developer planning on renovating the 300,000 sf 
building into apartments. With investment like the $63 million St. Paul Saints 
stadium, the $957 million Green Line light rail transit, and plenty of new 
restaurants and retail, existing availabilities will be attractive for both office and 
multi-tenant housing. Fortunately, it is expected that Oppidan’s makeover of the 
old Macy's building will provide an additional 200,000 square feet of leasable 
office space to the St. Paul CBD by 2017. 

Shifting landscape offers opportunity for investors
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Available vs. preleased office space under construction (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Construction delivery by year, segmented by submarket (s.f.)

Source: Thomson Reuters, JLL Research

Downtown parking needs create barriers 

Source: JLL Research

Construction cannot keep pace with increasing demand
The third quarter is another that weighs in favor of Nashville landlords. The market hit yet 
another low, landing at an overall vacancy rate of 11.4 percent and at 7.7 percent for 
Class A. Vacancy rates are expected to continue falling until enough product comes 
online; however, as fast as new buildings come on the market, they are leased. 
MarketStreets’ 205,000-square-foot, Class A office building, Gulch Crossing, has been 
the only delivery this year, and despite its historic, high-market price tag of $37.50 per 
square foot, the building is already 86.0 percent leased. The Gulch Crossing story 
demonstrates the height of demand in the Nashville market. 

New product provides a silver lining 
To the relief of the office market, there are 10 buildings and a total of 2,035,446 square 
feet under construction. Nashville has not seen this sort of construction activity in its 
history. With an average $34.65 per square foot for new office space, rental rates for 
these buildings will lead the way for Nashville’s Class A rental rates to surpass those of 
larger markets. Product is already 81.9 percent preleased. Downtown will see the largest 
growth, gaining 1,274,000 square feet. The next closest submarket, Brentwood, will gain 
487,902 square feet. Next quarter, Midtown will receive the first of these deliveries with 
the completion of oneC1TY Building 6, which will add 110,000 square feet of Class A 
office space to the market. It is already 97.0 percent preleased. 

The elephant in the room: parking 
With an average of 80 people moving to Nashville per day, parking is a central barrier to 
Nashville’s growth. According to the Nashville Business Journal, there are 35,000 people 
working downtown – where there are only 20,000 available spaces. Annual tourism has 
reached roughly 12 million visitors per year. While this is a powerful sign for economic 
development, tourism adds to the downtown parking disparity. Developers are faced with 
the dilemma: parking structures vs. office buildings. The metro government and the 
Metropolitan Development and Housing Agency have committed to a combined $45.5 
million in parking improvements. By early 2017, the Nashville Public Library garage will 
create 350 more spaces, and the parking garage development at the intersection of 5th 
Avenue North and Church Street will add another 1,010 spaces. These improvements 
will provide a strong start to confronting the parking problem by increasing volume by 
roughly 6.8 percent. In the suburban market, parking is equally as challenging. Existing 
buildings are no longer capable of meeting tenant parking demands for higher density 
options. It is time to address the elephant in the room. 

No deliveries make Nashville an anxious market
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Class A office net absorption trends (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Parsippany Class A vacancy rate trends

Source: JLL Research

Office leasing activity by sector - Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research

Positive absorption accelerates in Northern New Jersey Class A market
A persistent appetite for Class A space translated into three consecutive quarters 
of positive net absorption in the Northern and Central New Jersey office market. 
While much of this demand was previously concentrated in Central New Jersey, 
a growing portion of leasing velocity gravitated towards Northern New Jersey. 
Nearly 570,000 square feet out of the 669,250 square feet absorbed in the Class 
A market during the third quarter was focused in Northern New Jersey. Tenant 
requirements spanned a broad spectrum of markets in this region, as the 
suburban-centric Parsippany and mass-transit oriented Hudson Waterfront 
submarkets each posted more than 200,000 square feet of positive absorption.

Parsippany submarket welcomes new tenants as vacancy rate declines
After stubbornly ranging near the 30.0 percent level since early 2012, an uptick 
in demand altered the Parsippany submarket’s course during the third quarter. 
The Class A vacancy rate retreated nearly three percentage points from mid-
2015 to 25.5 percent, which represented the lowest level in nearly five years. 
Contributing to this decline was Zoetis’ decision to relocate its global 
headquarters from Florham Park into a 125,445-square-foot building at 10 
Sylvan Way in Parsippany, which is being stripped to its steel frame and rebuilt. 
In addition, Western World Insurance Group is moving its operations from 
Bergen County into 87,410 square feet at 300 Kimball Drive in Parsippany.

Banking/financial services and life sciences sectors step up to the plate
While Verizon’s 1.4 million-square-foot sale leaseback in Basking Ridge 
propelled the information/technology sector into the spotlight during the second 
quarter, banking/financial services and life sciences companies were responsible 
for most of the demand seen three months later. These two sectors collectively 
accounted for nearly two-thirds of the leasing transactions completed in the 
Northern and Central New Jersey office market. Additional office space 
requirements by JPMorgan Chase & Company in Jersey City and Valeant 
Pharmaceuticals in Bridgewater generated some of the largest leases completed 
during the third quarter.

Class A space in play as vacancy rate slides lower
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Downtown leasing activity higher in the third quarter

Source: JLL Research

City’s unemployment rate reaches post-recession low

Source: JLL Research, BLS

Midtown Class A vacancy hits post-recession low

Source: JLL Research
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Busier third quarter in Lower Manhattan after slow first half of 2015
Downtown leasing velocity accelerated in the third quarter after the slowest two-
quarter period since early 2009 as seven of the top nine Manhattan deals were 
signed in the market. The slowdown was partially attributable to record high 
asking rents Downtown, which stemmed the torrid relocation activity from 
Midtown and Midtown South that was observed in previous quarters. However, 
asking rents showed signs of moderating in Q3, decreasing by $0.52 quarter-
over-quarter to $56.53 per square foot. This could help drive stronger leasing 
activity—particularly migrations from elsewhere in Manhattan—to end the year.

NYC unemployment nears parity with national rate
As total employment reached new highs this summer, New York City’s 
unemployment rate fell to a post-recession low of 5.4 percent, nearing parity with 
the national rate of 5.1 percent. Though the national average is lower, the city 
has done a better job of absorbing population growth. The unemployment rate 
has steadily declined even though the labor force has expanded by about 2.0 
percent since 2014 due to a thriving local economy that continues to attract 
talent. In contrast, the number of workers at the national level employed or 
looking for work is at a historical low.

Midtown Class A vacancy below 10.0 percent for the first time since 2008
After a few blocks came to the market in the beginning of the year, the Midtown 
Class A vacancy rate has recovered, declining for the eighth consecutive month 
to 9.8 percent from 11.4 percent in January. Despite a lull in large-block leasing 
activity, the third quarter of 2015 marked the first time the vacancy rate has fallen 
to the lowest level since the third quarter of 2008 as leasing activity still outpaced 
space coming to the market. The vacancy rate, however, could increase in the 
upcoming months as a few large blocks are expected to be added the market.

DT leasing improves; job market at post-recovery high
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The largest tenant in the market category is government

Source: JLL Research

Net absorption in Northern Virginia this year 

Source: JLL Research

Tenants grew or maintained their footprints in Q3 leases

Source: JLL Research

Despite tenant base diversification, government still dominates market
While energy, education, and finance companies continue to expand in Northern 
Virginia, government agencies and contractors still have an enormous influence 
on the market. Three of the largest six leases this quarter were signed by 
government agencies. The Transportation Security Administration signed the 
largest lease of the quarter by taking 625,000 square feet at Victory Center in 
Alexandria. Three of the four largest tenants in the market are government 
agencies, including a new 500,000-square-foot cyber center; cybersecurity is 
one segment of government that is expected to receive increases in funding 
despite continued cutbacks related to sequestration. 

Flight to quality continues
Northern Virginia saw an increase in tenants moving to newer and higher quality 
buildings. EY signed a 125,000-square-foot lease at 1775 Tysons Boulevard, 
which is a Trophy building currently under construction. They are leaving a Class 
A building that was constructed in 1999. Tenants also continue to move into 
recently delivered Trophy buildings including 3001 Washington Boulevard and 
Tysons Tower. While Class A buildings posted 475,713 square feet of positive 
net absorption this quarter, there has been negative net absorption in Class C 
buildings for nine straight quarters. 

Tenant consolidation is slowing down
Tenants continued to increase their footprints this quarter as four of the largest 
10 leases were signed by expanding tenants, while only one lease over 20,000 
square feet involved a tenant shedding space. While there were still a couple of 
large move-outs this quarter including Dell, the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency 
and ManTech, there was enough growth by small and mid-sized tenants to 
cause positive net absorption for the second straight quarter. While only 5.0 
percent of tenants in the market are planning to contract, 14.2 percent are 
looking to expand. 

Market turnaround begins as consolidation slows
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Tenant migration by industry since 2010

Source: JLL Research

Oakland suburbs rent trends (Y-o-Y)

Source: JLL Research

Oakland metro large block availabilities > 30,000 s.f.

Source: JLL Research

Oakland-CBD brings the heat, uber hot in Q3
The third quarter ended with the largest migration commitment and first headline 
tech move to Oakland. Tech giant Uber took 1955 Broadway off the market, a 
380,000-square-foot creative office building in Uptown. Out-of-market tenants 
have been saturating the market since the beginning of the cycle. Nearly 1.5 
million square feet of deals have occurred by firms from outside of the market. 
Other notable deals this quarter include Brown & Toland, CoreLogic, and Fluid, 
contributing nearly 100,000 square feet. These migrations are pushing Oakland 
further into the spotlight, and in turn are pushing rental rates to historic highs in 
the City Center and Lake Merritt districts. Overall rental rates since 2010 have 
increased by 54.0 percent. Landlords will continue to leverage the out-of-market 
demand moving for the next 18-24 months.

Life Science tenants examine Oakland suburbs
Alameda, Emeryville, and Berkeley are vital submarkets to larger users in the 
Bay Area, especially for those in the life science sector. Emeryville is especially 
attractive to life science startups and veterans as it acts as the Bay Area’s life 
science hub, housing big name bio-tech companies such as Novartis, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Labs, and Bayer Healthcare. Tenants who favor Class B 
buildings with historical character as well as large floor plates are finding options 
at a discount in Alameda and Emeryville. More notably, Class B rents in 
Emeryville have increased by 9.7 percent since last quarter, one of the largest 
quarter increases in the Oakland metro. 

Investment poised to pour into Oakland moving forward
Currently there is only one large block available in the City Center District and 
two in Lake Merritt. Increasing demand for office space should signal office 
development as soon as the next 6-12 months. 601 City Center and 1100 
Broadway are the most logical developments that are anticipated to break 
ground. Additionally, investor interest should pick up as a handful of buildings are 
on the market ready to trade hands, including 1221 City Center and 1300 Clay. 
The renaissance in Oakland – from retail to restaurants to office market activity –
is transforming the perception of the city. Residents, businesses and investors 
alike are embracing the unique soul found in the heart of Oakland. Coupled with 
a strong, growing economy, Oakland is poised to continue its expansion in the 
next few years. 
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Class B rental rate appreciation year-over-year

Source: JLL Research

Expected office deliveries (SF)

Source: Thomson Reuters, JLL Research

Class A Vacancy

Source: JLL Research

Market growth hits accelerating speed
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Strong occupancy gains reach milestone
The Airport Area and South County submarkets were the first to record positive 
fundamentals following the recession and continue to lead the charge. As the 
recovery has carried on, momentum has spread throughout the market. Buoyed 
by the large move-ins of Hyundai (177,000 square feet), Ingram Micro (176,000 
square feet) and MorphoTrak (83,000 square feet), the market remains on the 
positive absorption path. With YTD occupancy gains of 1,298,396 square feet, 
the market has absorbed 7,096,685 square feet since Q1 2011, wiping out the 
occupancy losses of 6,365,354 square feet that plagued the market from 2007 –
2010. The Orange County market fell in a deep hole largely in part to its 
dependency on the mortgage industry and has dug itself out on the heels of a 
more diversified economic base.

Lack of contiguous blocks of space impacts development plans
While the sustained positive demand has pushed down vacancy rates throughout 
the market, it has also created a shortage of available large blocks of space. 
Large office tenants are finding it difficult to locate suitable space for their 
operations as space options dwindle, particularly in the Airport Area submarket. 
As vacancy has dropped, developers are moving forward on speculative 
development projects. Due to the dearth of available large spaces, developers 
are placing heavy emphasis on their development plans to best attract tenants 
that occupy significant amounts of space by creating large floor plates and 
contiguous blocks of space. As a result, tenant activity is expected to increase.

Investors bullish on Orange County
With market fundamentals growing at an accelerating pace, sale prices of office 
properties are increasing equally as fast. Class A core assets located in the 
Airport Area submarket were the first to experience significant price growth as 
the market upswing picked up steam. As declining vacancy and strong rent 
growth has become prevalent in all submarkets, confidence levels of investors 
have significantly risen. Buyers are now targeting highly occupied and value-add 
properties throughout Orange County with the sureness they will be able to 
successfully lease up available space at escalating rental rates.
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Labor cost increases effecting construction activity

Source: Florida DEO, JLL Research

Brazilians dominate inward foreign direct investment 

Source: RCA Analytics, JLL Research

Orlando is one of the cheapest markets for life sciences

Source: Orlando EDC, JLL Research

High construction costs hinders new development
Today’s market is out of equilibrium with office products trading below 
construction costs. The current average cost to develop an office building in the 
CBD is about $350-per square foot and about $250-per square foot in the 
suburban submarkets. This quarter’s highest transaction, on a per square foot 
basis, involved Millenia Lakes I, II and III, which traded at $208 per square foot –
a figure about 20.0 percent below its initial cost to build. In a market where 
speculative developments are rare, developers attribute high overheads to labor 
cost increases. Between 2007 and today, the total number of employed 
construction workers decreased by 20.2 percent; further, finding skilled labor in 
this field is becoming more difficult. Concurrently, wages are 12.6 percent higher 
than in 2007, relatively inflating overall construction costs and creating an 
imbalance in the local market. 

Brazilian money is ‘Real’
Given the state of the global economy, foreign investors are becoming 
increasingly attracted to American real estate because of the stability of returns. 
Today, Brazil represents the largest direct foreign investment in the Orlando 
office market with about $110.4 million in acquisitions. They are the second 
largest overall buyer of Orlando office assets in the past 24 months and are 
driving new office development. Brazilian firm, Megastron is building Kirkman
Point II, the only speculative office project under construction in the market. While 
no pre-leasing has occurred at this project, this reflects foreign investors’ 
confidence in local market conditions and supports further investment in Orlando.

Orlando provides the most competitive cost advantage to life sciences and 
healthcare firms
With major developments like the Lake Nona Medical Village and the Florida 
Hospital Bio Research Village, the growth of a life sciences and healthcare hub is 
one of the most impactful economic developments in Orlando. And, one of the 
largest incentives to relocate to Orlando is the low cost of operation compared to 
other metropolitan areas across the country. Combining total costs, firms pay 
13.8 percent less in Orlando than the average American city, a definitive factor in 
continued prospective growth within this industry.

Orlando vacancy rate reaches pre-recession low
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Class A rental rate increases since last quarter 

Source: JLL Research

Current and future available blocks (now through 2017)

Source: JLL Research

Decrease in Market West rent premium to Market East

Source: JLL Research

11 consecutive quarters of Class A rent growth; University City leads
Every CBD submarket continues to experience asking rental rate growth in Class 
A product as large blocks remain scarce and expanding and new-to-market 
tenants seek high-quality space. Market East’s recent surge slowed to just below 
1.0 percent rent growth in the most recent quarter, while the most constrained 
submarkets of University City and The Navy Yard saw increases above 4.0 
percent. Larger tenants will have few choices in these areas for the foreseeable 
future, allowing developers of speculative product to seek record-setting rates in 
new projects including FMC Tower and 1200 Intrepid. 

Tenant relocations and pipeline diversify future large block availabilities
Historically low vacancy will see some relief over the next 12-24 months as a 
range of large blocks become available. The long-vacant One Franklin Tower is 
set to undergo redevelopment into a mixed-use property, with a single 200,000 
square foot block in the remaining low-rise office. The removal of 400,000 square 
feet of office inventory contributes to this quarter’s sharp vacancy rate decline. 
The Design Center’s relocation sets the stage for repositioning at 2400 Market, 
while moves from Dow, Radian, Obermayer, and the contraction at Cigna create 
upcoming opportunities for contiguous space at previously constrained buildings. 
With most rollover occurring in Class A and Trophy, and conversions still 
progressing in commodity product, Class B will experience ever-tightening 
conditions for several years. 

Market East continues to narrow the gap in the traditional CBD
Ever since Penn Center’s initial development, the east side of Broad Street has 
trailed the west in terms of office rents. Recent quarters have seen that gap 
narrow considerably. Two years ago, Class A asking rents were 16.0 percent 
higher in Market West than in Market East. A year ago, the edge had lessened, 
with the gap standing at 14.1 percent. Accelerated rent growth over the past year 
has nearly halved this lead, with Class A asking rents in Market West currently 
only 7.4 percent higher than the Market East average. Deliveries at 34 S. 11th

and in boutique buildings in the Brickstone portfolio may narrow the gap further. 

CBD tightens further in advance of new options 
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Investment sales in King of Prussia / Wayne this quarter

Source: JLL Research

Y-o-Y overall asking rental rate change in core submarkets

Source: JLL Research

Large blocks of available space

Source: JLL Research

Radnor development dispute settled with sale of property to Penn Medicine
Four large investment sales took place this quarter in King of Prussia / Wayne 
totaling $211.5 million. CrossPoint at Valley Forge, a recent redevelopment project 
at 550 E. Swedesford Road, sold for $328 per square foot, topping last year’s high 
watermark of 1000 Continental Drive by $22 per square foot. Elsewhere, Liberty 
Property Trust continued its exit from suburban Philadelphia office buildings, 
selling a three-building portfolio at Devon Park Drive to a private partnership for 
$253 per square foot and the four-building Bay Colony Executive Park to Equus 
Capital Partners for $151 per square foot. The purchase price reflects the fact that 
Equus plans on renovating the outdated project back to true Class A space. 
Additionally, Class B office sales have broken the $200-per-square-foot water 
mark as the fully leased 211 S. Gulph Road sold for $205 per square foot.

Looming large vacancy in King of Prussia / Wayne drops significantly
In the 10 million-square-foot King of Prussia / Wayne submarket, over 600,000 
square feet of vacant office space was going to be brought to market over the next 
two years as GlaxoSmithKline will leave 200,000 square feet in King of Prussia in 
January 2017 and Shire has accelerated the process of vacating 400,000 square 
feet in Chesterbrook through the end of 2016. In a positive development for the 
looming large vacancy, Comcast Spotlight announced plans to consolidate several 
locations into 129,459 square feet that Shire exited at 725 Chesterbrook 
Boulevard. Elsewhere in King of Prussia / Wayne, Deacom will relocate and 
expand into 29,625 square feet and Saul Ewing renewed 15,000 square feet. 

As predicted, Malvern’s absorption posts positive gains for the quarter
Last quarter, Malvern / Exton experienced occupancy losses of 133,790 square 
feet. This was quickly negated in the third quarter with 137,844 square feet of 
absorption largely due to Siemen’s Healthcare occupying the recently vacated 40 
Liberty Boulevard. In the second quarter, Siemen’s had signed a 126,000 square-
foot lease to relocate employees from Blue Bell and Malvern for the short-term as 
they determine their long-term real estate needs. IFM Efector also relocated into 
their newly built 45,400-square-foot headquarters at Atwater Corporate Campus 
this quarter, however, this did not represent a large positive absorption gain as 
they vacated 42,000 square feet at 782 Springdale Drive. 

Big deals make headlines in King of Prussia/Wayne
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Class A rental rate growth

Source: JLL Research

Speculative development under construction

Source: JLL Research

Absorption of submarkets near Tempe and South Scottsdale

Source: JLL Research

Capital markets activity driving increased rents in Camelback Corridor
Currently at $31.90 on a full service basis, average asking rates across Class A 
properties in the Camelback Corridor submarket have increased 13.4 percent in 
just 12 months. This incredible rental rate growth has significantly outpaced that 
of market-wide Class A rental rates, which have increased only 6.7 percent over 
the same time period. Despite a 21.9 percent vacancy rate, buyers have 
invested over $295 million in high-profile Class A properties so far this year, 
encouraging landlords to push rents throughout the submarket. As capital 
markets continue to drive rental rate growth, tenants can expect to pay a 
premium for quality space within the Camelback Corridor.

Increasing development activity in the Southeast
The Southeast Market Area, which includes the Airport, Chandler, Tempe, and 
South Tempe/Ahwatukee submarkets, continues to lead the construction activity 
in Metro Phoenix. Of the nearly 4 million square feet of office space under 
construction in the metro area, more than 3.4 million square feet are located in 
the Southeast Valley. Tempe alone is adding over 2.4 million square feet to its 
current 4.1 million square feet of existing inventory. Much of this new activity is 
comprised of build-to-suit projects, including the highly anticipated Marina 
Heights office campus. This five-building regional headquarters for State Farm 
will encompass nearly 2.1 million square feet.

Spillover demand benefitting submarkets near Tempe 
Tempe is arguably the tightest submarket in Phoenix, with an 11.3 percent 
overall vacancy rate and a 3.2 percent vacancy rate across Class A properties. 
Situated just north of Tempe, the South Scottsdale submarket is 9.8 percent 
vacant overall and 8.0 percent vacant across Class A properties. With very few 
options remaining for tenants over 20,000 square feet within Tempe and South 
Scottsdale, the submarkets neighboring them have recorded strong absorption 
gains in 2015. A total of 915,302 square feet have been absorbed across eight 
neighboring submarkets, with four of them recording the lowest overall vacancy 
rates in Phoenix behind Tempe and South Scottsdale. 

Strong demand in leasing and capital markets 
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Vacancy trends

Source: JLL Research

Rent trends

Source: JLL Research

Construction trends

Source: JLL Research

Corporate consolidations will place upward pressure on vacancy rates 
Tenant demand has been mixed over the last year as some industries have 
experienced contractions, namely finance and energy, while others have 
recorded expansion, namely science and technology. The net result has been 
positive though, with the region recording more than 300,000 square feet of net 
absorption year-to-date. The downtown office market has been the primary 
beneficiary of demand gains, with vacancy decreasing 1.4 percentage points 
year-over-year to 11.8 percent. However, headwinds are on the horizon as a 
number of corporate consolidations set to transpire over the next three years will 
place upward pressure on vacancy rates across the metro.

Rents are appreciating across classes and submarkets
Office landlords in Pittsburgh have enjoyed sustained rent growth over the last 
several years. Rent gains traversed product class and geography as landlords 
held leverage and market fundamentals tightened. The average full service 
asking rent for the metro was recorded at $22.26 per square foot at the end of 
the third quarter, an increase of 3.3 percent year-over-year. Rent gains in 
Pittsburgh have surpassed those recorded in the peer markets of Cleveland, 
Columbus, Philadelphia and Baltimore. Over the coming year, Class A rents are 
projected to appreciate further while Class B asking rents are forecasted to hold 
firm as vacancy increases and negotiating leverage shifts.

Office construction continues at a strong clip
Office construction in Pittsburgh has continued on at robust levels over the last 
four years. Tenant demand has held steady with supply gains and as a result, 
vacancy continues to hover in the mid-teens. Currently 948,000 square feet of 
office product is under construction with roughly 500,000 square feet scheduled 
to break ground in the next year. The latest project to be announced was by 
Oxford Development Company, which plans to construct a 105,000-square-foot 
riverfront building for Burns White LLC at its 3 Crossings development in the 
Strip District. Burns White, which signed 15-year lease with Oxford, will initially 
occupy 80,000 square feet in the office building.

Consolidations set to generate market turbulence
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CBD Class A vs Metro Class A asking rents

Source: JLL Research

CBD asking rents and absorption

Source: JLL Research

Metro deliveries and forecast

Source: JLL Research

Market wide rental rate increases persist 
Average asking rental rates for Class A office space in the CBD have pushed up 
to $31.22 per square foot, a 5.9 percent increase year-over-year, and yet another 
new high-water mark for the Portland metro area. The growth in rents comes in 
tandem with a growth in investment activities; over $958 million in office 
investment transactions have taken place in Portland this year, with $623 million 
in the third quarter alone. The year-to-date sales represent a 50.0 percent 
increase over total sales in 2014. In particular, the third quarter saw the sale of 
the US Bancorp Tower for $372.5 million, representing the largest single asset
office sale in the history of the Portland Market. TPF Equity Reit (UBS) acquired 
the property for $372.5 million, representing a price of $338 per square foot. 

Pent up net absorption 
The Portland office market saw net absorption shrink considerably during the 
third quarter. As vacancy remains at record lows and large blocks of new 
development are months away from coming online, tenants with large footprints 
are having to hold out for spaces to become available. Despite the drop in 
absorption, leasing activity has been brisk and velocity in the market remains 
vigorous, particularly in the CBD and Central City areas. With vacancy at record-
lows, tenants are increasingly having to plan further out for their needs and 
leases booked during the quarter are expected to translate into net absorption in 
early 2016 as more product delivers to the market. 

CBD construction surges
Since 2003, average annual deliveries have stood at 444,399 square feet, this 
mark has not been met in the Portland market since 2010. Total 2015 deliveries 
should hit an estimated 532,980 square feet. Over 1.2 million square feet of new 
product is forecast to come to market in 2016, however 50.0 percent of that 
space is already pre-leased. The majority of new office developments have been 
speculative and are taking place in the CBD and close-in submarkets. Rents in 
the suburban areas have yet to justify new development and as a result there is 
virtually none happening outside of the Central City area.

Developers shift into high gear
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Unemployment rates – Raleigh MSA vs. Durham MSA

Source: JLL Research

2015 is the year for new office deliveries

Source: JLL Research

Class A vacancy rate by submarket

Source: JLL Research

Slowdown in unemployment rate declines
Despite the recent slowdown of unemployment rate declines, year-over-year the 
market continues to expand and has created over 9,000 jobs. Over the past few 
years, the strong in-migration patterns seen in the Tri-County area has increased 
the local labor force base. From 2000-2014, the metro’s population increased by 
46.3 percent. Despite this increase in the labor force, the region’s unemployment 
rate remained stable at 5.5 percent, indicating the underlying strength of the local 
economy. We anticipate continued stable growth in office-using employment will 
lead to continued demand for office space in the future.

Occupiers look North head to North Hills for new office facilities
The Six Forks / Falls of Neuse submarket continues to be a target of attention for 
local tenants in surrounding submarkets. This quarter, some of the leading 
banking and financial services tenants of Downtown Raleigh, Bank of America, 
Merrill Lynch and U.S. Trust announced their plans of relocating to Raleigh’s 
Midtown, Six Forks / Falls of Neuse submarket. Together these three firms will 
occupy close to 57,000 square feet at Tower II. Last quarter, Allscripts finalized 
their plans to consolidate operations into 250,000 square feet in a new, 12-story 
office tower planned in North Hills. Leasing momentum will continue to grow in 
this submarket as the amenities base expands.

Local companies in expansion mode, demand for Class A assets steady
Leasing velocity in the third quarter was largely driven by large and midsize 
tenants. As financial services firms executed new leases in the Six Forks 
submarket, technology firms dominated leasing activity in the West Raleigh and 
RTP / RDU submarket. Qlik Technologies is expanding and more than doubling 
its current footprint in the West Raleigh submarket. Meanwhile, in the RTP / RDU 
submarket, Fidelity will take back its former office space in the Imperial Center, 
close to 116,000 square feet, and Credit Suisse will occupy 70,000 square feet in 
Lenovo’s building in Paramount Parkway. As we approach towards the end of 
2015, these expansions will drive occupancy gains.

Tenants relocate within market for new office space
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CBD vacancy (square feet) for Class A and Class B office

Source: JLL Research

Active space requirements by target geography

Source: JLL Research

YTD leasing volume by industry 

Source: JLL Research

Delivery of Gateway Plaza boosts vacancy in the CBD
The delivery of the CBD’s newest tower placed over 50,000 square feet of 
Trophy space space on the market after delivering 81.2 percent preleased. The 
anchor tenant, McGuirewoods, in turn will vacate 244,000 square feet at One 
James Center, a neighboring Class A tower. In addition, MeadWestVaco’s
merger with Rock-Tenn in Atlanta raised questions regarding its future footprint 
in the CBD. MeadWestVaco, now WestRock, occupies 310,950 square feet in a 
riverfront Trophy tower (501 S 5th Street) and any future discounted sublet 
availabilities would place added pressure on both Class A and Trophy 
landlords Downtown. 

Several large suburban requirements will tighten NWQ vacancy further
Richmond’s largest tenant in the market, nearly 250,000 square feet, was 
rumored to have signed a letter of intent for the last full-building vacancy in the 
NWQ. If executed, one deal would contract total vacancy to 10.2 percent in this 
quadrant (currently 12.2 percent) and cut Class B vacancy nearly in half. This 
expected lease transaction bodes well for suburban developers by eliminating all 
vacant Class A or Class B blocks over 100,000 square feet in the NWQ while 
three additional suburban-oriented tenants with requirements over 90,000 square 
feet currently tour the market.

Financial firms’ expansions fuel leasing volume YTD
Harris Williams executed the largest financial-services deal in the market this 
quarter, expanding by 27,413 square feet in its current Trophy tower, Riverside 
on the James, a footprint growth of 33.4 percent. Other significant leases 
included Wealthcare Capital Management’s 12,172-square-foot expansion and 
relocation to the Edgeworth Building in Shockoe Bottom, a 34.3 percent footprint 
increase. Downtown also commanded the largest share of the finance sector’s 
leasing, contributing 17.2 percent of the total deals signed in the Richmond 
market year-to-date. 

Large suburban requirements fuel leasing pipeline
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State agencies honing in on CBD and Highway 50

Source: JLL Research

Downtown asking rents continue to climb

Source: JLL Research

Suburban submarkets, YTD total net absorption (% of stock) 

Source: JLL Research

State of California accelerates into expansion mode
The State of California continues to provide a boon to the Sacramento office 
market, despite an otherwise soft third quarter. Four of the five top deals done 
downtown over the past 12 months were signed by a state agency, three of 
which included expansions. The revised 2015-2016 California budget indicates 
future expansions for additional agencies and JLL is tracking nearly 1 million 
square feet of government requirements, up 75.0 percent over government 
requirements 12 months ago. Downtown is essentially out of options for users 
larger than 50,000 square feet, making the Highway 50 Corridor a likely future 
landing pad for large state agencies seeking additional space. 

Downtown continues to tighten, with no deliveries on horizon
Year-to-date total net absorption downtown has been positive, but negligible. Yet 
asking rents have risen every quarter since Q1 2014. This trend is largely a 
function of the “arena effect,” which has helped drive rents up by 4.0 percent 
year-over-year. However, the vacancy rate is approaching a tipping point. High 
profile owner-user purchases, state expansions and renewed interest in 
downtown from the private sector have pushed vacancy below 15.0 percent for 
the first time since 2012. Tenants with expiring leases can expect sustained 
rental growth in the coming months as competition for the remaining smaller and 
mid-sized blocks continues to ramp up. 

Core suburban submarkets regaining traction
After a relatively flat 2014 in core suburban submarkets South Natomas and the 
Highway 50 Corridor, activity has picked up considerably. In the third quarter 
alone, large corporate tenants absorbed nearly 100,000 square feet of Class A 
space in South Natomas and healthcare-related groups continue to expand into 
larger floor plates along the Highway 50 Corridor. However, Verizon relocated 
nearly 300 employees from two Folsom buildings into existing corporate offices, 
leaving behind 130,000 square feet. With limited large block availability 
downtown and three requirements in the market for over 100,000 square feet, 
expect additional swings in suburban market fundamentals.

Major user relocations reshape suburban landscape
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Still boasting among the nation’s lowest unemployment rates

Source: JLL Research, Bureau of Labor Statistics

12-month change in FSG asking rents by market / class

Source: JLL Research

Can supply side of equation keep up with absorption?

Source: JLL Research

A job-growth leader sees its labor market continue its upward trending
Already among the nation’s steadiest growing economies, Salt Lake City (SLC)’s 
nonfarm employment gains continue to outpace the national rate of growth. 
During the last 12 months, the metro added jobs at a 2.9-percent clip versus the 
U.S. level of 2.1 percent. SLC’s unemployment rate has measured below the 
national average every month since February 2004, and, through July, its 3.7 
percent was tied for second-lowest among all large metropolitan areas. Payrolls 
continue to swell beyond all-time highs. Nonfarm employment has climbed 17.1
percent since the recession—or 1.7 times the pace of national gains—and has 
been led by office-using sectors like professional and business services.

Elevated occupancy levels translate to available space price at a premium
Falling vacancy rates, growing demand from existing tenants, and entries by 
new-to-market businesses have combined to lift asking rents throughout the 
market over the last 18 months. While all geographies and asset classes have 
recorded rent gains, suburban properties in particular have been home to among 
the sharpest escalations. Submarkets including Draper, Airport/International 
Center, Cottonwood and Sandy South Towne have seen some of the strongest 
growth in rents. Rent growth has room to run: moving forward, further vacancy 
compression—especially among large-block class A availabilities—should push 
rates further still.

Office-using jobs driving increased levels of new construction
The metro’s development pipeline has remained hot, with two suburban 
properties delivering this past quarter and an another two breaking ground within 
the last three months. By year-end, 2015 will likely see the most new supply 
introduced to the market since the current cycle commenced. Even a boom in 
new construction is unlikely to curb further building, as the new projects 
scheduled for delivery through the end of next year are roughly 60.0 percent pre-
leased. Combined, projections for strong tenant demand and the present 
diminished availability of space options should result in additional 
announcements of projects to come—both speculative and built-to-suit.

Strong employment growth keeps market tight
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Rent growth Q4 2012 – Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research

Recent and projected construction deliveries (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Q3 average sales price per square foot by submarket ($) 

Source: JLL Research

Massive rent growth northeast
During the fourth quarter of 2012, average full service asking rates in San 
Antonio hovered around $19.98 per square foot. Looking ahead three years, 
average full service rates have increased $2.65 per square foot to $22.63 per 
square foot. If we analyze rent growth by submarket, we can see the highest 
percent increase coming from the northeast, northwest and north central 
markets. During the fourth quarter of 2012, rental rates northeast were 
approximately $19.26 per square foot, full service. Since then, rates have 
bumped $4.98 per square foot to $24.24 per square foot, full service. This has 
taken the northeast from the fourth to second most expensive submarket in San 
Antonio, just behind far north central.  

New inventory in the pipeline
Three projects delivered at 22.0 percent preleased during the third quarter. 
These projects include Lockhill Crossing (127,000 square feet), One51 Office 
Centre (101,000 square feet) and Ridgewood Business Center II (54,000 square 
feet). Projects expected to deliver in the fourth quarter are WestRidge Two at La 
Cantera (129,000 square feet) and Heritage Oaks III (109,000 square feet). 
Finally, Ridgewood Plaza II (147,000 square feet) is expected to deliver during 
the first quarter of 2016. All of these projects are located northwest, north central 
and far north central. 

Almost 1.5 million square feet trades hands
One of the largest sales of the quarter occurred far northwest with KBS 
purchasing Promenade at Eilan I & II (205,000 square feet) from Lonestar Funds. 
Gemini Investments also made a big splash by acquiring partial interest in 
Rosemont Realty’s portfolio. This portfolio includes One International Centre 
(301,169 square feet), The Century Building (188,000 square feet), One 
Thousand Oaks (141,000 square feet) and Greenway Park (109,000 square 
feet). At the close of the third quarter, citywide average sales price hovered 
around $166 per square foot. 

Largest property sales quarter, year-to-date
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New office space rent premium

Source: JLL Research

Conversion of office space to lab space in UTC/Eastgate

Source: JLL Research

Qualcomm to give back office space 

Source: JLL Research

New premium office space is pushing the rent ceiling
Roughly 800,000 square feet of new office space delivered this year. These 
projects are pushing rents higher even as absorption remains relatively stagnant 
and vacancy increased slightly. For example, One La Jolla Center, which 
delivered in UTC/Eastgate this quarter has asking rents of $4.47 per square foot 
per month fully serviced. This is 10.6 percent higher than Class A asking rents in 
the same submarket. Additionally, MAKE, a new office building in Carlsbad has 
asking rents of about $3.30 per square foot per month fully serviced. This is 24.1 
percent higher than Class A asking rents in the Carlsbad submarket. 

Office space being converted to lab space in UTC/Eastgate
The biotechnology industry in San Diego continues to grow resulting in increased 
demand for lab space. Alexandria Real Estate, BioMed Realty, and Phase 3 
Properties have recently acquired a number of properties in the UTC/Eastgate
submarket and are converting the office space to lab space. In total, 
approximately 800,000 square feet will be converted to lab space and will be a 
combination of speculative and build-to-suit projects to be completed in phases 
over the next two to three years.

Qualcomm layoffs will result in the give back of office space 
Qualcomm recently announced the layoff of 1,314 employees in San Diego, the 
largest since 2009. The layoffs will begin in November and comes as the 
chipmaker experienced a large drop in revenue and net income. Personnel cuts 
will ultimately amount to 15.0 percent of the company’s workforce. As the largest 
private employer in San Diego County, this does not bode well for the region. 
Qualcomm owns about 4 million square feet and leases another 1 million of 
office space and is a major occupier in the Sorrento Mesa submarket. In the near 
term, the technology company will likely not renew over 300,000 square feet of 
space in the Sorrento Mesa, Del Mar Heights, and UTC/Eastgate submarkets. 

Rents continue to rise as absorption remains muted
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Positive net absorption by industry Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research

Total and sublease vacancy 2001 - 2015

Source: JLL Research

Year-over-year rent growth

Source: JLL Research, adjusted for inflation 2015 dollars

Large move-ins drive absorption to more than 1 million square feet 
Several large technology move-ins including DocuSign, Mixpanel, Instacart, 
Wework and Twitter, drove year-to-date net absorption to more than 1 million 
square feet making 2015 the 5th consecutive year of positive net absorption over 
1 million square feet. With more large move-ins scheduled for next quarter, 
including Salesforces' 450,000 square feet at 350 Mission, 2015 net absorption 
could push past the 2 million mark for the first time since 2005. Technology 
continues to drive absorption, accounting for almost 90 percent occupancy gains. 
The strong bent toward tech heavy demand may cause concern of an 
increasingly imbalanced market. However, many tech firms who moved into 
space this quarter returned very little or no square footage signaling a still strong 
tech market that can digest their leased space. 

Sublease vacancy on the decline
Sublease vacancy comprises just one-tenth of total vacancy in Q3 2015, a 
decline from one-eighth of the total last quarter. Sublet leasing activity also 
increased this quarter by 11 percent, driven by technology tenants but also 
including tenants such as Clover Health and Live Nation. Sublease availability 
has decreased to approximately 1.2 million square feet, down from 1.6 million 
square feet in June. Approximately 41.0 percent of subleases have been on the 
market for 90 days or less, indicating subleases are moving quickly especially 
among tech firms who are trading space, expanding or looking for shorter terms 
and more affordable rents. 

Steady rent growth shows more stability
Year-over-year rent growth has increased steadily since 2009 as opposed to the 
sharp rise and fall of the 2000’s dotcom bubble. The pace of growth is strong 
averaging 13 percent growth year-over-year since Q3 2010, however quarter-
over-quarter growth has slowed this year to about 1.5 percent instead of 3 
percent or more. Despite the slowed rent growth, rents are still on the upswing, 
and higher overall than most other U.S. metros, although not yet at the 2000 
peak of $93.00 per square foot. Flattening rents would provide welcome relief to 
tenants while still benefiting landlords on an overall income basis. 
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Few existing options in South County/92 Corridor

Source: JLL Research

Class A vacancy continues to decline

Source: JLL Research

Acquisition activity maintains upward momentum

Source: JLL Research

Flight to quality: large tenants targeting new development
76.2 percent of Class A development under construction is pre-leased by tenants 
currently located in Silicon Valley. Palo Alto-based SurveyMonkey is a recent 
example of this trend, signing for approximately 210,000 square feet in San 
Mateo. Developers are pushing to have their sites entitled, and in some cases 
have a tenant already in tow. However, officials in hot submarkets are becoming 
wary of the current office boom and worry about the imbalances between office, 
retail and affordable housing. Although it is expected that additional office 
development will break ground, many city municipalities are nearing their 
development caps. This could result in a shift of development activity toward 
central county, prompting tenant activity to follow.

More fish in a small pond: more tenant activity, even fewer spaces
Despite vacancy levels still hovering in the double-digits, there are very few 
existing Class A options in core submarkets that can satisfy requirements larger 
than 50,000 square feet. The growing number of new, inbound Valley tenants 
entering the market is also creating a more competitive environment, and unlike 
the Valley, the Mid-Peninsula does not have the same type of R&D inventory to 
prompt a renovation trend that could help ease available space constraints. The 
supply-demand imbalance will eventually push activity to the north county, 
however, with more developers looking to break ground on speculative projects, 
it is likely that tenants will wait the market out for brand new space over second 
generation office. 

Buyers still showing interest in Mid-Peninsula assets
Investment activity in the Mid-Peninsula continues ramp up on the heels of a hot 
leasing environment. Although Hudson Pacific’s portfolio deal accounted for 
nearly half of the Mid-Peninsula’s office sales volume, there is still enough 
product left to entice buyers to the market. However, given that a majority of the 
properties that have traded hands were fully leased assets, the Mid-Peninsula is 
unlikely to see this much investor activity until the next upswing in the real estate 
cycle. For the time being, rising property values will prompt more owners that 
have held assets since the last cycle to shop for prospective buyers.

Inbound Silicon Valley tenants tighten market
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Square feet of office product delivered

Source: JLL Research

Historical sales volume ($M)

Source: JLL Research

Total vacancy is approaching single-digits

Source: JLL Research

New construction offering much needed large blocks of space
Five major office projects have been delivered year-to-date, adding a total of 1.6 
million square feet of Class A inventory to the region. These buildings were 78.1 
percent leased at the time of delivery. More than 5.7 million square feet remain 
under construction in the Seattle metro area, placing Seattle-Bellevue behind 
only New York, Houston, Dallas and Washington, DC as the primary markets 
driving inventory growth nationally. With 35.9 percent of the space currently 
preleased, tenants will have ample opportunity to acquire premier space and 
continue migrating to, and growing in, Puget Sound. Average asking rents for 
new construction space being marketed stand at $49.60 per square foot, full 
service, representing a 47.2 percent premium over the regional average.

Sales volume has surpassed $3 billion for the first time since 2012
More than $3.3 billion in office investment transactions have occurred in Puget 
Sound this year. This represents an increase of 89.9 percent over all of 2014.
The most active submarkets for sales have been the Seattle CBD and Bellevue 
CBD, with year-to-date volumes of $1.1 billion and $766.2 million, respectively. 
In the third quarter, Gaw Capital Partners acquired the 76-story Columbia Center 
for $711.0 million. This was the largest real estate transaction in the region since 
Amazon purchased its headquarters in 2012. Additionally, a new market record 
for pricing was set in July, when American Realty Advisors purchased 2201 
Westlake from Vulcan for $251.0 million, or $792 per square foot.

Strong leasing activity driven by high-tech and fast-growing local tenants
Third quarter leasing activity was driven primarily by technology tenants, as the 
sector accounted for 45.8 percent of the major leasing activity. Growing 
companies headquartered in Puget Sound–Tableau Software, Trupanion, Juno 
Therapeutics, Avvo, and REI–were responsible for the five largest leases of the 
quarter. Nearly 1.3 million square feet of space was taken down in Q3, and net 
absorption is on pace to surpass 2.0 million square feet for the third consecutive 
year. Total vacancy in Seattle-Bellevue has plummeted to 10.2 percent, which is 
as low as the market has seen in the last 10 years. Subsequently, average 
asking rents are up 7.9 percent year-over-year.

It’s a great time to be a landlord in Seattle-Bellevue
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Few existing options in South County/92 Corridor

Source: JLL Research

Class A vacancy continues to decline

Source: JLL Research

Acquisition activity maintains upward momentum

Source: JLL Research

Flight to quality: large tenants targeting new development
76.2 percent of Class A development under construction is pre-leased by tenants 
currently located in Silicon Valley. Palo Alto-based SurveyMonkey is a recent 
example of this trend, signing for approximately 210,000 square feet in San 
Mateo. Developers are pushing to have their sites entitled, and in some cases 
have a tenant already in tow. However, officials in hot submarkets are becoming 
wary of the current office boom and worry about the imbalances between office, 
retail and affordable housing. Although it is expected that additional office 
development will break ground, many city municipalities are nearing their 
development caps. This could result in a shift of development activity toward 
central county, prompting tenant activity to follow.

More fish in a small pond: more tenant activity, even fewer spaces
Despite vacancy levels still hovering in the double-digits, there are very few 
existing Class A options in core submarkets that can satisfy requirements larger 
than 50,000 square feet. The growing number of new, inbound Valley tenants 
entering the market is also creating a more competitive environment, and unlike 
the Valley, the Mid-Peninsula does not have the same type of R&D inventory to 
prompt a renovation trend that could help ease available space constraints. The 
supply-demand imbalance will eventually push activity to the north county, 
however, with more developers looking to break ground on speculative projects, 
it is likely that tenants will wait the market out for brand new space over second 
generation office. 

Buyers still showing interest in Mid-Peninsula assets
Investment activity in the Mid-Peninsula continues ramp up on the heels of a hot 
leasing environment. Although Hudson Pacific’s portfolio deal accounted for 
nearly half of the Mid-Peninsula’s office sales volume, there is still enough 
product left to entice buyers to the market. However, given that a majority of the 
properties that have traded hands were fully leased assets, the Mid-Peninsula is 
unlikely to see this much investor activity until the next upswing in the real estate 
cycle. For the time being, rising property values will prompt more owners that 
have held assets since the last cycle to shop for prospective buyers.

Inbound Silicon Valley tenants tighten market
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Employment at all-time highs

Source: JLL Research, BLS

YTD absorption through three quarters

Source: JLL Research

Lease type for transactions >10,000 s.f.

Source: JLL Research

Occupancy gains surging in 2015
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Never have more people been employed
Employment has reached an all-time high. Expansions in office occupying sector 
has been steady and is also at an all-time high. Boeing, Charter, and Centene 
are a few of the larger companies to expand their real estate footprint this year. 
The tech sector continues to gain momentum, particularly in the Cortex district of 
Midtown. San Francisco-based Square just announced it will establish a Midwest 
hub in St. Louis. The company plans to hire 200 employees in the coming years 
and occupy 17,000 square feet in the @4240 building. Square was founded by 
St. Louis natives Jim McKelvey and Jack Dorsey. 

Absorption surges in 2015
Total absorption through the first three quarters of 2015 is at its highest level 
since the end of the recession. All of those gains have been in the suburbs. 
Diving even further, 92.0 percent of the absorption has been in Northwest County 
and Clayton. Northwest County vacancy is down to 18.9 percent, well below the 
peak of 31.7 percent in 2013. The I-64 corridor in West County has also fared 
well, absorbing 78,000 square feet this year. That will more than double next 
quarter when Centene’s lease for all of 1370 Timberlake Manor Parkway 
(118,000 square feet) commences. 

Renewals lead the way as large blocks of space remain scarce
While absorption has been strong, over half the transactions in 2015 larger than 
10,000 square feet have been renewals. With limited options, particularly in 
Class A buildings, tenants have few options while exploring the market. With just 
seven options over 50,000 square feet in the market currently vacant, large 
tenants have few choices. This continues to enforce the expectation of a new 
multi-tenant office building breaking ground soon, the location will likely be in 
West County or Clayton 
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Absorption by county

Source: JLL Research

Q3 2015 leasing activity by industry (over 20,000 s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Sales YTD by Class

Source: JLL Research

Absorption was positive in all three counties
Prince George’s County has been a soft market for years as vacancy has 
steadily increased since 2007. In the third quarter, Prince George’s County office 
absorption was the highest among the three counties of Suburban Maryland. 
This was largely due to the delivery of 7800 Harkins Road in Lanham near the 
New Carrollton Metro. Berman Enterprises constructed the 110,000-square-foot 
office building for the Maryland Department of Housing and Community 
Development. This spike in positive absorption could be short-lived as 
there are no upcoming deliveries that are fully leased or major expansions in 
the marketplace. 

Government sector dominated leasing activity with renewals
Leasing activity in the third quarter was the highest of 2015, with 499,532 square 
feet of all major leases over 20,000 square feet. MacroGenics signed the top 
lease of the quarter with 122,600 square feet. After searching the area for the 
past year, the company decided to relocate in the same submarket at 9704 
Medical Center Drive. The government sector had the highest leasing activity. 
The U.S. Department of Treasury renewed at 6505 Belcrest Road in Prince 
George’s County for 109,000 square feet. U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services renewed for 70,500 square feet at 7501 Wisconsin Avenue 
in Bethesda. 

Class A office buildings lead sales in Suburban Maryland 
Class A assets captured 94.1 percent of the total sales year-to-date, which is a 
new trend compared to the previous year. Class A assets sold for an average of 
$251 per square foot. 7550 Wisconsin Avenue was the most expensive sale of 
the third quarter; German-based GLL purchased the property for $629 per 
square foot. Two buildings in Prince George’s County were purchased this 
quarter, however, both buildings traded for under $100 per square foot as the 
sellers were special servicers. 

Renewals continue to dominate leasing activity 
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Tampa Bay Class A historical vacancy

Source: JLL Research

Strong investment activity in downtown Tampa

Source: Thomson Reuters, JLL Research

Multiple potential developments around Tampa Bay

Source: JLL Research

Strong demand for large blocks of space
As strong demand continues, there are becoming fewer options for tenants 
seeking large blocks, especially in Tampa CBD, Westshore and 
Gateway/Bayside. Multiple large blocks in top-tier buildings have been taken off 
the market over the past 24 months. For spaces in excess of 30,000 square feet, 
there are only five Class A spaces available in the previous submarkets 
mentioned; two in Westshore and three in Tampa CBD. Landlords are taking 
advantage of this lack of availability by continuing to push rates, especially in the 
lower tier Class A space. 

Investment activity remains high in Tampa CBD with potential for more
After a record stretch of investment activity over the past 21 months, interest in 
downtown Tampa has continued in 2015. One of Tampa’s downtown Trophy 
buildings, the Suntrust Financial Center, recently traded ownership. A second 
Trophy building in the Tampa Skyline, the Bank of America Plaza, was recently 
put on the market. All but one of the buildings sold since 2014 exceeded its 
original purchase price by more than $50 per square foot. It is expected that the 
Bank of America Plaza will continue this trend and sell for a much higher value 
than the original purchase price.

Multiple large developments planned for Tampa Bay
There have not been any new deliveries across the market in the past 24 months 
and the only building currently under construction is fully preleased. As Class A 
space continues to tighten, Class B space is starting to benefit as vacancy has 
decreased almost universally across the market. Strategic Property Partners’ 
plan for the Channelside district continues to draw interest from multiple large 
companies across the country. The group recently announced they are 
considering a regional headquarters to headline their development. In addition, 
Feldman Equities and Echelon recently released plans for two more potential 
developments that would reshape the market. 

Strong demand could lead to new construction
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Large tech tenants dominate leasing activity in Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research, deals < 20,000 square feet

Class B market seeing elevated large tenant leasing activity

Source: JLL Research, deals > 20,000 square feet

Market sees signs of law firm growth in Q3 2015

Source: JLL Research

Non-traditional, emerging sectors continue to grow
Growth from the technology, healthcare and education sectors continued to 
diversify the DC tenant base and generate occupancy gains, particularly in the 
Class B segment of the market priced below $50 per square foot gross. During 
the third quarter, two high-tech companies – Trackmaven and Social Tables –
signed deals to relocate and grow from approximately 5,000 square feet into 
20,878 square feet and 30,880 square feet at 1 Thomas Circle, NW and 1325 G 
Street, NW, respectively. The desire among growing tech companies to reside 
downtown should remain elevated, and the decision by the Advisory Board 
Company to remain and grow in the District supports the trend.

Demand for Class B space is increasing and options are becoming limited
The Washington, DC market continues to tighten in a barbell-like fashion, with 
Trophy vacancy at 8.4 percent and dwindling large-block Class B options. 
Growth among emerging industries is driving demand for Class B space, while 
large tenants relocating out of Class B buildings that will be repositioned is 
resulting in increased competition. During the third quarter, two large non-profits 
– American Association of University Women and Save the Children – signed 
deals to vacate 1111 16th Street, NW and 2000 L Street, NW, respectively, given 
the buildings will soon be repositioned, and relocate to 1310 L Street, NW and 
899 N Capitol Street, NE, respectively.

Law firm rightsizing has plateaued and some firms are beginning to grow
Over the past 12 months, the law firm rightsizing trend has stabilized and a 
number of firms have grown their real estate footprint. During the third quarter, 
Cozen O’Connor signed a deal to backfill Square Sanders’ former space at 1200 
19th Street, NW, growing to 62,762 square feet from 24,860 square feet. Also
purely as a result of organic growth, Gibson Dunn expanded by 27,549 square 
feet at 1050 Connecticut Avenue, NW. Signs of growth from the legal sector in 
DC is a key driver of demand that has be missing from the market for the past 36 
months and should help generate future occupancy gains in the Trophy and 
Class A segments of the market.

Market tightens, aided by emerging sectors 
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Significant rent growth in Boca Raton submarkets

Source: JLL Research

Trophy assets historical occupancy

Source: JLL Research

YTD absorption by submarket (in square feet)

Source: JLL Research

Rates on the rise as vacancy declines in Boca Raton
The submarkets in Boca Raton continue to strengthen this quarter amidst 
declining vacancy and growing rental rates. The overall Boca Raton office 
market experienced a 320-basis-point decline in vacancy year-over-year, with 
Boca Raton East maintaining the strongest growth. Vacancy in the submarket 
declined 400 basis points year-over-year to 13.4 percent overall. Further, as 
availabilities in the market continue to decline, asking rates are on the rise. The 
average full service asking rate in Boca Raton has increased 5.8 percent year-
over-year to $29.49 per square foot, brining current rates 6.2 percent above the 
five-year average.

West Palm Beach Trophy properties teeter on fully leased status
Following an 18 month period where three of the four Trophy assets changed 
hands, key indicators of this segment continue to exceed peak levels. Trophy 
assets have experienced 11 straight quarters of occupancy growth. As buildings 
begin to teeter on fully leased status, the average occupancy reached 93.3 
percent this quarter, growing 60 basis points quarter-over-quarter. Further, of the 
Trophy properties, Phillips Point East is the closest to fully leased at 99.1 percent 
leased, while Phillips Point West currently sits at 88.9 percent leased, making 
the property the lowest performing of the Trophy asset in the set.

Palm Beach County absorbs 1.2 percent of total stock YTD
As employment and other economic indicators continue to strengthen, we are 
seeing concurrent growth in office performance. Year-to-date, 255,000 square 
feet of space has been absorbed in the Palm Beach County, with 231,700 
square feet absorbed in the suburban markets and 23,300 square feet absorbed 
in West Palm Beach. Further, while Boca Raton West had the strongest growth 
in terms of total square feet absorbed, Boca Raton East and North Palm Beach 
actually experienced the largest growth in terms of percent of stock absorbed, as 
they both absorbed 2.8 percent of their total stock year-to-date. Further, all of the 
positive absorption in North Palm Beach came from Class A properties in the 
submarket, which have absorbed 77,300 square feet so far this year. 

Real growth: downtown and through the suburbs
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Leasing activity by submarket

Source: JLL Research

Westchester business outlook

Source: JLL Research

Westchester South historical leasing velocity (s.f.)

Source: JLL Research

Leasing and demand increase in the I-287 Corridors
The I-287 East and West Corridors produced the greatest leasing volume for the 
third quarter in Westchester. Ameripath signed a 51,054-square-foot lease at 100 
Midland Avenue in the I-287 East Corridor, which represented the largest 
transaction of the quarter. In addition to producing the greatest leasing volume, 
these two corridors have also been attracting some of the large tenants that are 
currently out in the market. Over 75.0 percent of tenants currently looking for 
office space in Westchester identified the corridors as their preferred location. 
This is trend that was also observed toward the end of 2014. 

Westchester County incentives drive optimism 
Recently, the Westchester County Industrial Development Agency approved a 
plan to allow sales and mortgage tax exemptions for four major development 
projects. Between the four projects, the projected value totals nearly $500 million. 
Part of the approved plan is to offer a tax exemption for the $150 million 
expansion of Regeneron’s headquarters in the I-287 West Corridor, as well as 
$50 million for renovations on their existing space. The bio-tech/life sciences 
industry has been a major player in Westchester since 2007 and such lucrative 
incentive packages will catch the eye of large companies like Regeneron. This 
incentive approval comes at a convenient time, as GE speculates about its future 
in Fairfield County.    

Westchester South pushes change
A submarket that has needed a revitalization for quite some time now is 
Westchester South. The largest city in that market, Yonkers, is providing just that.
Yonkers has introduced a new $350,000 campaign called “Generation Yonkers” 
in an attempt to re-brand the city as a place for millennials to live, work and play. 
Yonkers based companies such as Mindspark, ContraFect and Yonkers Brewing 
have teamed with Generation Yonkers in an attempt to attract more start-up 
businesses to the area. Already drawing comparisons to Brooklyn and Hoboken, 
the rejuvenation of Yonkers will be vital to the overall success of the Westchester 
South submarket. 

Tenant demands continue to target I-287 corridors
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Market totals 
(CBD and Suburban)

Inventory (s.f.)

Quarterly 
total net 

absorption 
(Including 

Subleases)

YTD total net 
absorption 
(Including 

Subleases)

YTD total 
net 

absorption 
(% of 

Inventory)

Direct 
vacancy 

(%)

Total 
vacancy 

(%)

Current 
quarter 

direct 
average 

marketed 
rent ($p.s.f.)

Quarterly 
percent 
change

YTD 
Completions / 

deliveries 
(s.f.)

Under 
construction 

(s.f.)

Under 
construction 

as % of 
inventory

Atlanta 133,731,978 679,047 1,939,156 1.5% 17.2% 18.2% $22.32 5.3% 0 885,000 0.7%
Austin 48,436,425 643,355 1,528,730 3.2% 10.7% 12.0% $32.59 0.1% 2,117,706 2,892,439 6.0%
Baltimore 71,153,930 -26,484 145,894 0.2% 13.1% 13.4% $22.42 0.6% 308,854 1,040,900 1.5%
Boston 164,599,510 312,620 1,707,107 1.0% 12.0% 14.3% $33.17 2.0% 1,186,734 5,404,211 3.3%
Charlotte 47,028,843 646,310 876,658 1.9% 11.7% 12.1% $22.94 2.5% 263,850 1,098,841 2.3%
Chicago 233,535,266 1,243,902 2,445,429 1.0% 14.4% 15.4% $29.91 1.1% 538,735 3,055,164 1.3%
Cincinnati 34,221,440 29,421 -17,587 -0.1% 18.5% 19.7% $19.08 -0.4% 420,000 1,275,000 3.7%
Cleveland 28,121,038 -39,751 46,964 0.2% 19.0% 20.2% $18.80 -1.2% 0 0 0.0%
Columbus 31,122,124 335,862 805,669 2.6% 13.2% 13.6% $17.26 -1.3% 770,000 870,000 2.8%
Dallas 160,940,114 1,074,290 3,954,840 2.5% 17.6% 18.7% $23.93 2.0% 3,948,713 7,735,314 4.8%
Denver 107,083,882 458,570 1,288,371 1.2% 12.6% 13.6% $25.21 3.4% 979,701 2,668,154 2.5%
Detroit 61,021,219 441,047 710,602 1.2% 21.7% 22.8% $18.23 0.3% 0 376,000 0.6%
Fairfield County 48,491,420 -1,124,152 -1,228,996 -2.6% 23.7% 26.0% $31.80 1.9% 0 0 0.0%
Fort Lauderdale 22,508,206 94,106 196,103 0.9% 15.4% 15.7% $28.21 2.1% 40,000 164,860 0.7%
Hampton Roads 18,909,369 8,410 64,150 0.3% 14.8% 15.3% $18.31 -1.6% 50,000 0 0.0%
Houston 171,679,171 -87,904 119,281 0.1% 13.9% 15.8% $29.28 2.3% 5,002,366 10,808,257 6.3%
Indianapolis 31,845,766 322,977 183,952 0.6% 15.4% 15.7% $18.91 0.4% 20,220 263,550 0.8%
Jacksonville 20,108,536 161,223 497,890 2.5% 14.1% 14.5% $18.26 -2.4% 0 0 0.0%
Kansas City 48,354,530 305,951 738,559 1.5% 14.7% 15.0% $18.29 0.4% 67,924 0 0.0%
Long Island 42,537,977 146,785 478,846 1.1% 14.6% 16.1% $26.33 -0.2% 174,400 232,917 0.5%
Los Angeles 188,651,039 -75,197 847,329 0.4% 15.4% 16.2% $35.27 2.4% 747,888 2,160,832 1.1%
Miami 35,576,689 178,203 401,476 1.1% 13.0% 13.3% $32.34 0.0% 0 724,998 2.0%
Milwaukee 27,030,938 114,502 -77,412 -0.3% 17.8% 19.5% $17.19 -3.8% 0 358,000 1.3%
Minneapolis 69,540,401 383,327 693,283 1.0% 14.9% 15.5% $25.63 2.5% 0 0 0.0%
Nashville 33,151,566 -234,750 290,448 0.9% 11.4% 11.4% $21.01 2.1% 0 2,035,446 6.1%
New Jersey 159,327,982 853,515 398,448 0.3% 22.0% 24.6% $25.16 0.0% 62,500 346,200 0.2%
New York 446,774,009 1,285,788 682,756 0.2% 7.9% 9.4% $70.64 4.5% 76,468 14,600,312 3.3%
Oakland-East Bay 55,984,860 295,430 941,537 1.7% 13.1% 13.7% $30.83 1.5% 0 0 0.0%
Orange County 95,325,722 902,877 1,298,396 1.4% 11.0% 11.7% $28.59 3.6% 67,362 573,387 0.6%
Orlando 28,477,480 137,904 511,588 1.8% 14.9% 15.3% $20.52 0.4% 0 228,000 0.8%
Philadelphia 130,078,648 584,297 1,399,516 1.1% 12.5% 13.2% $23.75 -0.7% 759,150 3,278,829 2.5%
Phoenix 80,709,112 611,022 1,359,529 1.7% 21.0% 21.7% $22.49 1.8% 723,984 3,951,737 4.9%
Pittsburgh 49,253,558 57,611 332,878 0.7% 12.7% 14.2% $22.26 1.4% 325,000 888,000 1.8%
Portland 58,492,643 24,982 414,808 0.7% 8.7% 9.1% $24.08 3.5% 270,599 1,524,862 2.6%
Raleigh-Durham 44,382,427 254,366 1,324,231 3.0% 12.3% 12.8% $20.62 -0.1% 1,202,524 491,947 1.1%
Richmond 25,001,056 155,820 331,752 1.3% 13.0% 14.5% $18.82 4.6% 359,158 0 0.0%
Sacramento 43,791,678 61,398 551,634 1.3% 16.7% 17.0% $22.44 -0.6% 0 0 0.0%
Salt Lake City 45,850,797 159,313 817,913 1.8% 6.0% 6.9% $20.36 -0.1% 956,743 1,356,452 3.0%
San Antonio 26,128,836 30,440 439,633 1.7% 14.5% 14.8% $22.63 1.0% 900,108 437,015 1.7%
San Diego 78,565,256 -123,660 237,108 0.3% 13.5% 14.5% $29.52 2.9% 803,221 406,201 0.5%
San Francisco 74,650,345 693,181 1,519,568 2.0% 7.4% 8.4% $66.80 1.0% 451,000 3,134,205 4.2%
San Francisco Peninsula 28,669,002 83,902 259,401 0.9% 11.5% 14.1% $53.49 5.4% 44,910 1,076,039 3.8%
Seattle 91,217,671 1,297,859 1,909,849 2.1% 9.5% 10.2% $33.70 5.1% 1,639,345 5,747,830 6.3%
Silicon Valley 67,273,110 727,448 2,138,429 3.2% 11.4% 12.8% $41.68 -1.0% 1,389,068 4,433,962 6.6%
St. Louis 42,628,094 211,096 606,511 1.4% 14.2% 15.0% $19.68 -0.9% 128,500 0 0.0%
Tampa Bay 34,576,232 -61,192 479,838 1.4% 16.0% 16.5% $22.03 -3.0% 0 175,998 0.5%
Washington, DC 330,182,428 685,920 709,751 0.2% 16.2% 17.1% $36.53 0.7% 153,640 6,148,330 1.9%
West Palm Beach 20,467,970 -13,792 254,963 1.2% 17.9% 18.1% $29.82 1.9% 0 0 0.0%
Westchester County 32,333,229 -241,401 -292,834 -0.9% 20.8% 22.8% $24.27 0.0% 0 0 0.0%
United States totals 3,968,796,96014,665,794 37,263,945 0.9% 13.9% 15.1% $30.59 1.6% 26,950,371 92,849,189 2.3%

United States office statistics
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Market

Total nonfarm  
jobs 12-month 

net change 
(000s)

Total nonfarm  
jobs 12-month 

percent change

Office jobs* 
12- month net 
change (000s)

Office jobs* 
12- month 

percent change

Unemployment 
(2015)

Unemployment 
(2014)

12-month 
unemployment 

change (bp)

Atlanta 66.4 2.6% 22.2 3.1% 6.1% 7.3% -120
Austin 31.1 3.4% 13.0 5.7% 3.5% 4.5% -100
Baltimore 37.5 2.8% 7.2 2.2% 5.5% 6.4% -90
Boston 70.3 2.7% 17.9 2.6% 4.1% 5.3% -120
Charlotte 42.5 4.0% 8.4 3.0% 5.8% 6.5% -70
Chicago 44.4 1.0% 5.9 0.5% 5.6% 6.8% -120
Cincinnati 27.8 2.6% 12.2 4.9% 3.9% 5.3% -140
Cleveland 11.4 1.1% 0.3 0.1% 4.8% 6.0% -120
Columbus 23.7 2.3% 3.8 1.4% 3.6% 4.8% -120
Dallas-Fort Worth 103.5 3.1% 34.2 3.8% 4.1% 5.4% -130
Denver 31.4 2.3% -2.4 -0.6% 3.6% 4.5% -90
Detroit 45.2 2.4% 18.0 3.6% 6.2% 8.9% -270
Fort Lauderdale 28.0 3.6% 8.9 4.3% 5.1% 6.2% -110
Hampton Roads 5.0 0.7% 2.3 1.5% 4.8% 5.9% -110
Houston 38.4 1.3% 4.2 0.6% 4.7% 5.4% -70
Indianapolis 28.1 2.8% 2.1 0.9% 4.2% 5.7% -150
Jacksonville 15.0 2.4% -0.4 -0.2% 5.5% 6.7% -120
Kansas City 12.5 1.2% 5.3 1.9% 5.2% 5.7% -50
Long Island 20.5 1.6% -1.4 -0.5% 4.5% 5.1% -60
Los Angeles 76.3 1.8% 8.6 0.8% 7.0% 8.6% -160
Miami 26.5 2.4% 7.7 3.1% 6.3% 7.3% -100
Milwaukee 9.8 1.2% 4.5 2.3% 4.6% 5.9% -130
Minneapolis-St. Paul 36.0 1.9% 17.6 3.6% 3.3% 3.6% -30
Nashville 25.9 2.9% 1.0 0.5% 5.1% 5.8% -70
New Jersey 35.6 0.9% -5.1 -0.5% 5.7% 6.4% -70
New York 65.9 1.6% 20.9 1.6% 5.3% 7.1% -180
Oakland-East Bay 20.5 1.9% 6.7 2.7% 5.1% 6.2% -110
Orange County 48.5 3.2% 8.6 2.1% 4.7% 6.0% -130
Orlando 42.1 3.8% 6.7 2.4% 5.1% 6.3% -120
Philadelphia 30.4 1.1% 1.8 0.3% 5.7% 6.5% -80
Phoenix 44.9 2.4% 13.6 2.7% 5.7% 6.4% -70
Pittsburgh 26.6 2.3% 1.7 0.6% 5.5% 5.9% -40
Portland, OR 42.9 4.0% 12.5 4.9% 5.5% 6.4% -90
Raleigh-Durham 11.8 2.1% 6.6 4.2% 5.2% 5.3% -10
Richmond -1.1 -0.2% -1.5 -1.0% 4.7% 5.8% -110
Sacramento 24.7 2.8% 5.6 3.1% 6.0% 7.5% -150
Salt Lake City 23.9 3.7% 5.3 2.9% 3.6% 3.9% -30
San Antonio 20.6 2.1% 9.9 4.4% 3.9% 5.0% -110
San Diego 42.4 3.1% 15.3 4.7% 5.1% 6.6% -150
San Francisco 47.1 4.6% 27.0 7.2% 3.7% 4.4% -70
San Jose (Silicon Valley) 55.5 5.5% 30.7 9.9% 4.1% 5.4% -130
Seattle-Bellevue 67.8 3.7% 19.0 4.1% 4.1% 5.3% -120
St. Louis 16.2 1.2% 3.8 1.2% 5.1% 6.4% -130
Stamford, CT (Fairfield County) 7.3 1.8% 0.6 0.5% 5.3% 6.4% -110
Tampa 32.9 2.7% 0.1 0.0% 5.4% 6.4% -100
Washington, DC 60.6 2.0% 12.0 1.3% 4.3% 5.3% -100
West Palm Beach 14.2 2.5% 8.0 5.3% 5.5% 6.5% -100
White Plains, NY (Westchester County) 12.5 1.8% -0.9 -0.6% 4.5% 5.2% -70
United States 2,752.0 2.0% 807.0 2.7% 5.1% 5.9% -80

United States employment
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Market Tenant Address Size (s.f.) Lease type

Northern Virginia U.S. Transportation Security Administration 5001 Eisenhower Avenue 625,000 Relocation within market

Washington, DC Advisory Board Company 655 New York Avenue NW 500,000 Relocation within market

New Jersey JPMorgan Chase 545 Washington Boulevard 400,000 Expansion in market

Chicago Mayer Brown 71 S Wacker Drive 399,000 Extension (< 36-month term)

Dallas Verizon 2400 N Glenville Road 388,600 Renewal

Chicago Groupon 600 W Chicago Avenue 380,000 Renewal

Philadelphia Cigna 50 S 16th Street 322,000 Renewal

New Jersey Valeant Pharmaceuticals 300 Somerset Corporate Boulevard 310,000 Expansion in market

New Jersey Valeant Pharmaceuticals 400 Somerset Corporate Boulevard 310,000 Renewal

Silicon Valley Palo Alto Networks 3333 Scott Boulevard 300,000 Expansion in building

Denver URS 6200 S Quebec Street 282,800 Relocation within market

Chicago JPMorgan Chase 131 S Dearborn Street 260,000 Renewal

Boston Bluebird Bio 50-60 Binney Street 260,000 Expansion in market

Columbus Nationwide 1000 Yard Street 246,442 New to market

Silicon Valley Splunk 500 Santana Row 234,000 Relocation within market

Dallas GEICO 2280 Greenville Road 232,710 Relocation within market

San Francisco Peninsula SurveyMonkey 2650 Delaware Street 210,000 New to market

Seattle-Bellevue Tableau 3301 Densmore Avenue N 209,000 Expansion in market

Los Angeles Netflix 5808 W Sunset Boulevard 200,052 Relocation within market

Los Angeles Herbalife 950 W 190th Street 186,030 Renewal

Nashville Dell 1 Dell Parkway 185,431 Relocation within market

Austin Oracle 7700 W Parmer Lane 185,000 Expansion in building

Dallas Ryan 13155 Noel Road 176,130 Expansion in building

Philadelphia Axalta 11th and Constitution 175,000 Expansion in market

Austin EA 7700 W Parmer Lane 173,000 Relocation within market

Chicago Kraft Heinz 200 E Randolph Street 170,000 New to market

New York KCG 300 Vesey Street 168,873 Relocation within market

Philadelphia Ditech 1100 Virginia Drive 168,000 Renewal

Denver State of Colorado DORA 1560 Broadway 165,764 Renewal

Washington, DC CareFirst 1250 Maryland Avenue SW 164,712 Renewal

San Francisco Fitbit 199 Fremont Street 163,628 Expansion in market

Chicago HSBC 1421 Shure Drive 162,396 Expansion in market

Boston Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 125 High Street 160,311 Expansion in market

Philadelphia Ascensus 200 Dryden Road 160,250 Renewal

Boston IBM 75-125 Binney Street 160,000 Expansion in market

Boston Wells Fargo 125 High Street 150,816 Expansion in market

Chicago Horizon Pharmaceutical 150 S Saunders Road 150,000 Expansion in market

San Francisco Pinterest 505 Brannan Street 150,000 Expansion in market

Oakland-East Bay SAP 2600 Camino Ramon 150,000 New to market

Chicago Morotola Solutions 500 W Monroe Street 150,000 New to market

Philadelphia Radian 1500 Market Street 141,765 Relocation within market

Silicon Valley confidential 3689 Kifer Road 140,438 Expansion in market

Houston Texas Children's Health Plan 6330 West Loop S 139,244 Expansion in market

Philadelphia Comcast 725 Chesterbrook Boulevard 129,459 Relocation within market

Atlanta UnitedHealth Group 2100 RiverEdge 126,599 Relocation within market

New Jersey Zoetis 10 Sylvan Way 125,445 New to market

Northern Virginia EY 1775 Tysons Boulevard 125,000 Relocation within market

Suburban Maryland MacroGenics 9704 Medical Center Drive 122,600 Relocation within market

Northern Virginia U.S. National Protection and Programs Directorate 1110 N Glebe Road 120,435 Renewal

Nashville HCA 1 Dell Parkway 120,000 Relocation within market

Select large leases > 100,000 square feet
Sorted by lease size and completed during Q3 2015
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Market Building RBA (s.f.) Sale price $
Price per 
square

foot  ($ p.s.f.)
Buyer Seller

New York 11 Madison Avenue 2,348,115 $2,435,000,000 $1,065 SL Green CIM Group / The Sapir Organization

San Francisco 1355 Market Street 1,100,000 $937,000,000 $852 JP Morgan / Asian SWF Shorenstein

New York 601 W 26th Street 2,350,000 $870,550,000 $769 Blackstone OBO Foreign Investor RXR Realty

Seattle-Bellevue 701 5th Avenue 1,552,714 $711,013,000 $458 Gaw Capital Partners Beacon Capital Partners

New York 620 Avenue of the Americas 700,201 $668,477,822 $998 Blackstone OBO Foreign Investor RXR Realty

Boston 26 Landsdowne St (Portfolio) 1,077,506 $573,500,000 $532 Health Care REIT Forest City Enterprises

New York 229 W 43rd Street 789,826 $516,000,000 $1,077 Columbia Property Trust Blackstone

New York 575 Lexington Avenue 745,000 $382,500,000 $685
Angelo Gordon / George Comfort & 
Sons / Normandy Partners

Normandy Partners / New York Life / 
Prudential 

Chicago 350 N Orleans Street 1,336,867 $378,000,000 $283 Blackstone Shorenstein

Chicago
233 N Michigan Avenue & 111 E 
Wacker Drive

2,090,162 $376,000,000 $180 AmTrust Realty Equity Commonwealth

Portland 111 SW 6th Avenue 1,100,707 $372,500,000 $338 TPF Equity REIT (UBS)/Unico
LaSalle Investment 
Management/Unico

New York 340 Madison Avenue 743,521 $328,050,000 $893 Blackstone OBO Foreign Investor RXR Realty

Boston 101 Federal Street 813,195 $326,500,000 $402 Rockpoint Group
Pearlmark JV Harvard Management 
Co JV Cigna Realty

Washington, DC 500 8th Street NW 326,426 $325,000,000 $996 Prudential Real Estate Investors Boston Properties

San Francisco 888 Brannan Street 445,395 $311,776,500 $700 TIAA-CREF Beacon Capital Partners

Washington, DC 25 Massachusetts Avenue NW 385,598 $307,000,000 $796 Norges/TIAA-CREF Republic Properties Corporation

New York 100 Wall Street 480,000 $270,000,000 $523 Cornerstone Advisers Savanna 

Northern Virginia 7950 Jones Branch Drive 830,000 $270,000,000 $325 Tamares Group Gannett Company

New York 132 W 31st Street 444,676 $265,000,000 $626
Vanbarton Group (former Emmes 
Company)

Savanna 

New York 110 Greene Street 163,901 $255,000,000 $1,717 SL Green Goldman Properties

Seattle-Bellevue 2201 Westlake Avenue 317,102 $251,000,000 $792 American Realty Advisors Vulcan

Austin 11501 Burnet Road 1,178,878 $211,400,000 $179 Brandywine IBM

New York 1166 Avenue of the Americas 1,556,174 $209,500,000 $769 Blackstone OBO Foreign Investor RXR Realty

Washington, DC
1341 G Street NW / 1325 G 
Street NW

436,959 $202,000,000 $462 Westbrook Partners TIER REIT

New York 1330 Avenue of the Americas 534,000 $201,850,000 $769 Blackstone OBO Foreign Investor RXR Realty

Los Angeles 523 W 6th Street 446,023 $200,000,000 $448 Ivanhoe Cambridge Rising Realty Partners

New York
340 West Street (550 
Washington Street)

1,294,802 $195,000,000 $542 Westbrook Partners Fortress 

Atlanta 3340 Peachtree Road NE 779,821 $192,100,000 $246 Starwood Capital
Deutsche Asset & Wealth 
Management

Philadelphia
Brandywine / DRA Suburban 
Office Portfolio

1,615,595 $184,250,000 $114 Brookwood Financial Partners
Brandywine Realty Trust / DRA 
Advisors

Washington, DC 1401 Eye Street NW 226,530 $183,910,000 $812
BlackRock / Tennessee 
Consolidated Retirement System

Shorenstein

Washington, DC 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 281,560 $182,000,000 $646 John Hancock Vornado

New York 111 E 59th Street 180,000 $170,000,000 $875
Princeton International Properties / 
Dune Capital / Empire Capital

Lighthouse International

Silicon Valley 10100-10200 N Tantau Avenue 217,294 $165,000,000 $759 Prudential RE Investors Downtown Properties

Phoenix 2390 - 2398 E Camelback Road 635,002 $163,100,000 $257 ViaWest Properties State of Florida Retirement

Boston 200 Minuteman Park (Portfolio) 1,347,399 $158,965,505 $118 Spear Street Capital The Brickstone Companies

Portland 308 SW 2nd Avenue 365,560 $155,252,000 $425 Prudential Starwood & Kaufman Jacobs

Suburban Maryland 7315 Wisconsin Avenue 331,656 $145,900,000 $440
J.P. Morgan/Massachusetts 
Pension Reserves Investment Trust

MRP/Rockpoint

Dallas 4925 Greenville Avenue 953,073 $145,000,000 $152 GlenStar/USAA Longwarf/Champion/Lincoln

Sorted by total sales price and completed in Q3 2015

Select sales > 100,000 square feet
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Select developments underway > 100,000 
square feet
Sorted by square feet and underway as of Q3 2015

Market Submarket Building Construction type RBA s.f. Preleased %
Expected

delivery year

New York World Trade Center 3 World Trade Center Speculative 2,861,402 31.0% 2018

New York Penn Plaza/Garment 30 Hudson Yards Speculative 2,600,000 40.0% 2019

New York Penn Plaza/Garment 1 Manhattan West Speculative 2,300,000 32.5% 2019

Dallas Far North Dallas Toyota HQ BTS 2,100,000 100% 2017

Phoenix Tempe Marina Heights BTS 2,079,000 99.7% 2017

New York Penn Plaza/Garment 10 Hudson Yards Speculative 1,725,250 77.8% 2016

New York Penn Plaza/Garment 55 Hudson Yards Speculative 1,556,136 5.4% 2018

San Francisco South Financial District Salesforce Tower Speculative 1,420,081 50.3% 2017

Philadelphia Market Street West Comcast Innovation and Technology Center BTS 1,334,000 100% 2018

Chicago West Loop 150 N Riverside Plaza Speculative 1,229,064 62.1% 2017

Houston Westchase Phillips 66 HQ BTS 1,100,000 100% 2016

Chicago West Loop 444 W Lake Street Speculative 1,073,100 56.4% 2017

Houston CBD 609 Main Street Speculative 1,057,668 0.0% 2017

Northern Virginia Tysons Corner Capital One Drive N BTS 975,000 100% 2017

New York Grand Central 390 Madison Avenue Speculative 858,710 0.0% 2017

Boston North Assembly Row BTS 850,000 100% 2017

Seattle-Bellevue Seattle CBD The Mark Speculative 766,779 32.2% 2017

Chicago Schaumburg Zurich Insurance HQ BTS 753,000 100% 2016

Houston CBD 800 Capitol Street Speculative 750,000 0.0% 2018

Seattle-Bellevue Seattle CBD Madison Centre Speculative 746,000 5.4% 2017

Seattle-Bellevue Bellevue CBD 400 Lincoln Square Speculative 724,693 4.2% 2016

New York Hudson Square One SoHo Square Speculative 700,000 7.7% 2016

Northern Virginia Eisenhower Avenue 2415 Eisenhower Avenue BTS 700,000 100% 2018

Denver West CBD 1144 15th Street Speculative 640,429 1.3% 2018

Philadelphia University City FMC Tower BTS 635,000 54.4% 2016

Charlotte CBD 300 S Tryon Street Speculative 630,000 31.7% 2017

New York Plaza District 75 Rockefeller Plaza Speculative 623,000 0.0% 2015

Houston Galleria BHP Billiton HQ BTS 610,000 100% 2016

Silicon Valley Santa Clara 2685 Augustine Drive Speculative 607,186 100% 2016

Houston Energy Corridor Energy Center IV Speculative 605,000 100% 2016

Silicon Valley Sunnyvale Moffett Gateway Speculative 600,864 0.0% 2015

Philadelphia Market Street West 2400 Market Street Speculative 559,740 38.6% 2017

Northern Virginia Rosslyn Central Place Speculative 552,781 64.6% 2018

Columbus Easton 3100 Easton Square Drive BTS 550,000 100% -

Dallas Uptown McKinney & Olive Speculative 530,000 40.5% 2016

San Francisco South Financial District 375 Beale Street Speculative 529,232 73.9% 2016

Nashville Downtown Bridgestone Americas HQ BTS 514,000 100% 2017

Houston Energy Corridor Energy Center V Speculative 505,000 0.0% 2016

Austin CBD 500 W 2nd Street Speculative 500,436 41.6% 2017

Atlanta Buckhead Three Alliance Speculative 500,000 0.0% 2016

Boston Seaport District 100 Northern Avenue BTS 500,000 72.0% 2016

Nashville Downtown Capitol View BTS 500,000 100% 2017

Dallas Richardson/Plano State Farm Campus (Building D) BTS 499,992 100% 2016

Dallas Richardson/Plano Raytheon HQ BTS 490,000 100% 2015

Northern Virginia Tysons Corner 1775 Tysons Boulevard Speculative 476,913 0.0% 2016

New York Penn Plaza/Garment 7 Bryant Park Speculative 473,672 60.7% 2015

Seattle-Bellevue Bellevue CBD 929 Office Tower Speculative 462,000 0.0% 2015

Washington, DC East End 601 Massachusetts Avenue NW Speculative 460,449 83.2% 2015

San Francisco South Financial District 222 2nd Street Speculative 452,418 100% 2015

Houston Energy Corridor Air Liquide (South Building) Speculative 452,370 37.8% 2016
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Office fundamentals will continue to tighten in 

markets that embrace a shifting demographic 

profile as well as mixed-use development, as 

industry growth within tech, finance and 

professional and business services adapt to a 

new standard of workplace and work life. 

Though conditions are highly competitive 

across the majority of markets today, a robust 

pipeline of new supply will begin to temper 

competition in 2016 and 2017.
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